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Peer, Recovery Leader,
VPS Director, Dies at 63
by ANNE DONAHUE
Counterpoint

RUTLAND — Linda Corey, who was a leader in
the recovery and peer movements and guided Vermont
Psychiatric Survivors through
17 years of growth, died on
November 19. She was 63.
Corey was a long-time
mental health advocate who
promoted the peer community slogan, “nothing about
us, without us.” She was
known for urging stakeholders to use a “hats off” approach at meetings: to put
Linda Corey

aside the individual credentials of the “hat” one
had on, and treat one another as equals.
“She believed in you,” the Rev. Marsh HudsonKnapp told the some 200 persons who gathered on
November 25 for her services at the Aldous Funeral Home. “Linda believed in people.” He urged
Corey’s family and friends to look into the mirror
the next morning and “look at yourself with the
love and respect that Linda had for you, and thank
God for Linda in your life.”
Hudson-Knapp, pastor of the First Congregational
Church in Fair Haven where Corey was a member,
said she “helped people find the way to work
things through without abandoning anybody” and
(Continued on page 7)

RECOVERY WORK HONORED —
Kitty Gallagher accepted an award from
Safe Haven in Randolph on behalf of
Linda Corey this fall. More on page 7.
(Counterpoint Photo: Anne Donahue)

The Hive Is Abuzz in Brattleboro

BRATTLEBORO – If you think “beehive,” it
might make you think of honeycombs. A honeycomb, of course, is the assembly of wax cells
where honey is stored inside the hive.
That idea of combinations of cells within one
home was what led a group of individuals here to
decide to name its umbrella organization, “The
Hive Mutual Support Network.”
“I can’t even describe how important The
Hive is to me,” said Malaika Puffer, as she described the group. “I think what we’re beginning
to offer each other is what a lot of people are
looking for —connection, a safe place to talk
about hard things, the opportunity to be needed,
and an acknowledgment of both our suffering and
our resiliency.”
The Hive Mutual Support Network is a grassroots, non-professional, informal collection of people “supporting each other to survive or thrive.”
Most of the members who contributed to this
article asked to remain anonymous, or not to attribute information to any one individual.
“Because The Hive developed in such an organic way that depended on each person who was
involved, we are choosing not to identify the role
that specific people have played in getting this
started,” one member explained.
Instead, for purposes of a Counterpoint article, “we’ve invited whoever wanted… the oppor-

tunity to share about how The Hive has impacted
them [and] why they think it is important,” the
member said – but she asked not to be identified
as the contact for the article, or as a leader or organizer, since there is no such single person.
One subpart of The Hive is called “Humans
Anonymous,” self-described as “a gathering of
people who share their struggles, triumphs, confusion and hope with the goal of supporting each
other to navigate their shared human condition.”
“When most people are having a rough time,
we need human connection, and when we’re having a rough time it’s difficult to establish it and
maintain it, so building that sort of intentional

“We are doing this together. We are creating a
way to support ourselves and each other. We are
not adding to our feelings of helplessness so
prevalent to ‘mental illness’ by ceding power to
an authority figure to tell us what’s wrong with
us, and how to fix it, W. L. added.
The Hive is not limited to addressing mental
health issues, although it develpoed from a community dialogue that was held last February
called a “peer-based mental health conversation.”
Humans Anonymous, for example, has a primary purpose of creating “an option within our
community for people to access the kind of support offered by other ‘anonymous’ groups without necessarily identifying with any particular
addiction, diagnosis, or problem.”
It is loosely modeled after AA/NA programs,
but members stress that it is not a 12-step program and does not adopt all of the same practices,
language, and philosophy.
Humans Anonymous has been meeting for
several months every Sunday afternoon from 1
network is a way to have that in place for when to 2:30 at The Future, 18 Elliot Street. The group
we need it,” said Cal, another member.
is open to everyone; the only requirement for parW. L. said that “the ‘cells’ we’ve developed as ticipation “is a desire to be part of a respectful
part of The Hive reinforce my feeling of being a and supportive environment.”
part of something, of not being alone. Also, the
Kayla, another member, explained that, “Hugrass-roots, self-determined nature of The Hive mans Anonymous provides a space to connect
contributes to my feelings of empowerment.
(Continued on page 9)
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Opportunities for

Peer Leadership and Advocacy
Meeting Dates and Membership Information for Boards,
Committees and Conferences
Peer Organizations

State Committees

Vermont Psychiatric Survivors

Adult Program
Standing Committee

Must be able to attend meetings bimonthly. Experience with
boards preferred but not necessary. For more information
call (802) 775-6834 or email vpsinc@sover.net

Advisory committee of peers, family members, and
providers for the adult mental health system. Second
Mon. of each month, 12-3 p.m.; Redstone Bldg, 26 TerCounterpoint Editorial Board
race St., Montpelier. The committee is the official body The advisory board for the VPS newspaper. Assists with
for review of and recommendations for redesignation of policy and editing. Contact counterp@tds.net
community mental health programs and monitors many
Seeking New Members Now!
aspects of the system.

Disability Rights Vermont PAIMI Council

Committee Currently
Seeking New Members!

Protection and Advocacy for Individuals with Mental Illness. Call 1-800-834-7890 x 101

Current openings for 2 professionals, 2 family members, & 1 person with lived mental health experience,
especially from Addison, Northeast Kingdom, Lamoille,
& Washington Counties. Interested persons may contact
Melinda Murtaugh at DMH (melinda.murtaugh@
state.vt.us) or Clare Munat, Member of the Committee
(claremunat@msn.com).

Peer crisis respite. To serve on board, contact Gloria at 802767-6000 or Alyssum.info@gmail.com

For services by peer organizations,
see referrals on back pages.
NAMI-Vermont Board of Directors:

Local Program Standing Committees

Hospital Advisory

Advisory groups for every community mental health center;
contact your local agency.

Counterpoint Deadlines

http://mentalhealth.vermont.gov/
For DMH meetings, go to web site and choose
“calendars, meetings and agenda summaries.”

Vermont Psychiatric Care Hospital

Advisory Steering Committee at the new hospital in Berlin;
last Monday of month, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Community Advisory Committee; fourth Mondays, noon,
conference room A.

How to Reach
The Department of Mental Health:

802-828-3824

Providing “support, education and advocacy for Vermonters affected by mental illness.” Contact NAMI-VT at (802) 244-1396
x101 or Ann Cummins, acoopercummins@gmail.com, (802)
297-0199

Rutland Regional Medical Center

Fall (September delivery; submission deadline July 7)
Winter (December delivery; submission deadline October 7)
Spring (March delivery; submission deadline January 7)
Summer (June delivery; submission deadline April 7)

1 Scale Avenue, Suite 52, Rutland VT 05701
Phone: (802) 775-2226
outside Rutland: (800) 564-2106
email: counterp@tds.net
Copyright 2014, All Rights Reserved

Mission Statement:
Counterpoint is a voice for news and
the arts by psychiatric survivors, ex-patients,
and consumers of mental health services,
and their families and friends.
Founding Editor
Robert Crosby Loomis (1943-1994)

Editorial Board

Joanne Desany, Allen Godin, Melanie Jannery,
Gayle Lyman-Hatzell, Clare Munat,
Melinda Murtaugh, Eleanor Newton
The Editorial Board reviews editorial policy and all materials
in each issue of Counterpoint. Review does not necessarily
imply support or agreement with any positions or opinions.

Publisher

Alyssum

Transformation Council

Advisory committee to the Commissioner on transforming the
mental health system. Third Monday of each month, 12:302:30 p.m.; Redstone Bldg, 26 Terrace St., Montpelier, Contact
the Department of Mental Health (Judy Rosenstreich).

Counterpoint

Brattleboro Retreat

Consumer Advisory Council; fourth Tuesdays; 12 - 1:30
p.m., contact Gwynn Yandow, Director of Social Work Services at 802-258-6118 for meeting location.

University of Vermont Medical Center

Vermont Psychiatric Survivors, Inc.
The publisher has supervisory authority over all aspects of
Counterpoint editing and publishing.

Editor

Anne B. Donahue
News articles with an AD notation at the end
were written by the editor.
Opinions expressed by columnists and writers
reflect the opinion of their authors and should not be taken
as the position of Counterpoint.
Counterpoint is funded by the freedom-loving people of Vermont
through their Department of Mental Health. It is published four times
a year, distributed free of charge throughout Vermont, and also available by mail subscription.

FACEBOOK and WEB SITES
Intentional Peer Support

www.intentionalpeersupport.org
Site for information about Intentional Peer Support.

Wellness Workforce Coalition

www.vcil.org/services/wellness-workforce-coalition Trainings,
events and meetings of the Wellness Workforce Coalition.

Mad in Vermont

www.facebook.com/groups/madinvermont Venue for peer
(formerly Fletcher Allen Health Care)
support, news, and advocacy/activism organizing in Vermont.
Program Quality Committee; third Tuesdays, 9 -11 a.m., Mc- “Psychiatric survivors, ex-patients/inmates, consumers, human
Clure bldg, Rm 601A
rights activists and non-pathologizing allies are welcome.”
ADVERTISEMENT

Vermont Psychiatric Survivors

Seeks dynamic, visionary Executive Director
VPS is a statewide, independent peer-run organization for Vermonters who use mental health services, who have been labeled mentally ill or who have experienced mental health challenges. We promote equal rights, participation and protection of the needs and interests of the peer mental health community.
The Executive Director has administrative responsibility for the operation of a statewide organization with an annual budget of $800,000 and 15 staff. Candidates
should have lived experience of involvement with the mental health and/or peer community. Ability to integrate conflicting perspectives, foster collaboration and
inspire participation across diverse viewpoints and stakeholder interests is a must. Administrative/management, financial and budgeting experience and understanding
of peer values and organizations is crucial. Applications deadline is December 20. To reply, send a cover letter and resume with the subject line "ED" Search to:
mroberts73@comcast.net, or M. Roberts, P.O. Box 1165, Montpelier, VT 05601

Don’t Miss Out on a Counterpoint!
Mail delivery
straight to your home —
be the first to get it,
never miss an issue.

Name and mailing address:
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
______________________________________________

"Enclosed is $10 for 4 issues (1 year). "I can’t afford it right now, but please sign me up (VT only).
"Please use this extra donation to help in your work. (Our Thanks!)
Send to: Counterpoint, 1 Scale Avenue, Suite 52, Rutland, VT 05701
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What’s in a Name? Members Vote
To Stay Vermont Psychiatric Survivors

RANDOLPH — After a lively discussion
about the meaning of a “psychiatric survivor,” the
membership of Vermont Psychiatric Survivors
voted in September to restore the organization’s
original name.
The VPS Board had voted in August to rename it Vermont Peer Services. It was “perhaps...
one of our not-wisest moves as a board,” Sarah
Knutson told those gathered for the annual membership meeting.
“There’s been a lot of discussion about the
name,” Knutson said, and the decision to be made
at themeeting was “should we reconsider?”
While members had differences about the
term “psychiatric survivor” itself, a strong majority voted to restore the name until there was
broader input and consideration.
“I am a psychiatric survivor. That is who I
am,” commented Martin Hirshfeld. Peer is a
“nonsense kind of drivel word.” He said the organization should use psychiatric survivor “unless ambivalent or ashamed” of what it stands for.
One member said that he found the term was
limiting when he tries to attract people to join a
support group because some will say, for example, “I’m not a psychiatric survivor, but I’m a
peer because I’m a recovering alcoholic.”
“I consider myself to be a peer because I’ve
struggled,” but “I think the word psychiatric survivor doesn’t really apply to me,” he said. Although he said the term excludes some people, he
also said he was not sure “peer” was the right alternative, calling it a “sketchy word.”
Laura Zeigler asked how others could determine who was someone’s peer or not. “Who are
you to decide who are my peers?” The term “psychiatric survivor” is “somewhat dramatic,” she
said, but continuity is important, and it represents
a counter “to the rest of the system.”
“There is mutual support” among members,
but mutual support is not a service, Zeigler added.
“Empowerment is not really about services,” and
the core of VPS has been about empowerment:
“This is a break to your history.”
Angela Fernald added, “if it’s not broke, don’t
fix it.” She said she disagreed with those who felt
“survivor” was a negative term. “It’s positive and
it’s hope… [it’s saying] you, too, can be a survivor.”
“All the agencies do peer services,” Clare
Munat commented. “‘Survivors’ is all about recovery.” Jim Tomlinson, a retiring board member,
said he was a victim when he was abused in the
hospital and nearly died. “I became a survivor because I was resuscitated… I remain a survivor because I’m still alive,” he said.
Joe Gallagher, a staff member, said he worried
that “people don’t know what we’re offering” and
wonder “what does this mean?” when they hear
the name “Vermont Psychiatric Survivors.”
He said he is “trying to get people to come to
us” and “I just want the people out there to know
we have a service.”
Will Eberle said that both perspectives were
“very powerful” but it is important that “we have
ownership in the process.” Lois Ellison agreed.
“As members, we should have a say.”
Cathy Rickerby made the motion that the
Board rescind the change and retain the old name.
Earlier in the meeting, Board chair Rebekah
Low addressed what she termed “false rumors”
that there were plans to make changes to the organization. “The only changes at VPS” are “ad-

ministration and how we’re doing things,” not
programs or services, she said. There was “never
any conversation about doing less of anything…
[but rather] hopefully expanding,” Low said.
“What VPS is doing…[is] changing lives” Low
said. “We’re got staff who are 100 percent focused
on peers.” At the Department of Mental Health,
“they really believe in what we are doing.”
In response to a question, she acknowledged
that staff are not required to be peers. “You don’t
have to be a peer to have peer values,” she said.
Gloria van den Berg, who is the interim Executive Director, said that “most of what we’re
doing is to stabilize things.” She is in the position
part-time during a search for a new Executive Director. (See ad, page 2).
“There needs to be more structure” and development of results-based accountability, she said.
Various VPS programs have been operating in
silos instead of in a unified way, she added.
The annual meeting got underway with an
overview of the broad variety of programs VPS
now provides.
Warmline: Sandi Aldrich said that the VPS
warmline provides, most of all, “support, compassion and validation” along with resources and referrals. Crisis calls are sent to Rutland Mental
Health. The warmline (1-800-564-2106) operates
from Monday to Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Patient Representatives: The origin of the
VPS patient representative was at the Vermont
State Hospital, where the person “let folks know
when they come in the hospital that they had
rights,” Michael Sabourin explained. Now representatives serve at all hospitals with psychiatric
units and intensive residential programs, and a lot
of the role is “spending time with people… that
nobody else spends time with,” he said.
Community Links: Joe Gallagher said the
new Community Links program provides help in
the community to prevent hospitalization. It may
include going to court with individuals, where
“our role is just to make sure the court hears what
they have to say.”
A housing coordinator within the program
works with persons who have a high number of

reincarcerations as a result of losing housing, since
having housing is often a condition of release.
Community Links works with community
mental health agencies to set up an agreement for
the services they must provide for individuals,
when “they’ve been burnt by these agencies and
they don’t want to work with them anymore,”
Gallagher said.
Links also provides support groups and
WRAP (Wellness Recovery Action Plans) and is
“selling wellness… wellness is achievable.”
The Blueprint and More: Among other VPS
initiatives, Jane Winterling is doing training and
coaching with WRAP and connecting it with the
statewide Blueprint for Health, van den Berg
said.
VPS also has eight community support groups
and other grant programs; people on payroll at
Washington County Mental Health Services and
Second Spring in Williamstown and provides the
staff at Safe Haven in Randolph, she said. Counterpoint is also a VPS program.
“What about advocacy work?” one member
asked.
“VPS at this time is not doing systems advocacy,” van den Berg replied.
“At what time did it stop?” Zeigler asked.
“If VPS was going to take a position… [it]
would have to be a board decision,” van den Berg
answered.
Zeigler said she didn’t mean formal position
statements, but the “having-an-effect-on-howthings-are-done” type of advocacy.
“There will have to be discussion on the board
level” as to whether that is a VPS role, van den
Berg answered.
Tomlinson said he understood the point of
being involved with the Department of Mental
Health. “You sit at the table… [and] help them
make good judgments,” he said.
At the end of the annual meeting, new members of the Board of Directors were elected, including Beth Davis, Angela Fernald, Martin
Hirshfeld, Lois Ellison, and Will Eberle. Two
members with terms expiring were re-elected,
Keith Martell and Whitney Nichols. AD

VPS Ends Peer Staffing Role
At Safe Haven in Randolph
RANDOLPH — The hiring and oversight of
peer staff at Safe Haven transitioned from Vermont Psychiatric Survivors to the Clara Martin
Center on December 1, VPS has announced.
Safe Haven began in 1998 as a collaboration
between the Clara Martin Center, Vermont Psychiatric Survivors, and National Alliance on
Mental Illness (NAMI) to provide transitional
housing to homeless individuals, according to a
description on its web site.
The change “is seen as a natural integration of
peer services” into the larger community mental
health system, a news release from VPS said.
The announcement said that while VPS had
been integral to building the peer workforce at
Safe Haven, “throughout Vermont, the hiring of
peer services as part of the designated agencies
work force is growing.” In light of this expansion,

the release said, the leadership at VPS and the
Clara Martin Center met to discuss potential
changes at the project. “The Clara Martin Center
and VPS feel that this shift will place the Safe
Haven project in a better position to navigate any
future changes that it may be faced with, and will
remain a vital service and resource in the coming
years for the population it serves,” the release said.
“The community collaboration between the
two agencies will continue around relevant issues
and training opportunities will be available
through both agencies to staff and members of
the community at large,” it said.
At the time of its formation, Safe Haven was
considered a national model for cooperation between peers and families, on one hand, and a traditional provider, on the other, to deliver mental
health services for people who were homeless. AD
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Mobile Crisis
ED Waits Continue, While
Hospital Beds Are Kept Empty Still Lacking

BERLIN – Individuals continue to wait in
emergency rooms around the state despite the
opening of the Vermont Psychiatric Care Hospital
in July, according to data maintained by the Department of Mental Health.
One part of the problem is that inpatient beds
are sometimes not used when hospitals do not believe they can create a safe environment if they
admit an aggressive patient to a unit that already
has a high level of violence, according to a recent
discussion at the VPCH advisory committee.
At the time of the October meeting, all four
units at VPCH were open, but the census was 20
at the 25-bed hospital. One unit was being used
only for a single patient whose level of aggressive
symptoms led to a plan to help him and protect
others through that separation, according to Jeff
Rothenberg, Executive Director.
At the same time, DMH data showed that
there were an average of six persons waiting for
an inpatient bed during September. The average
wait for persons held for an emergency exam was
19 hours. For persons being held for court observation, it was 17 days.
The challenges preventing full use of the
available beds are a combination of factors,
Rothenberg said, including difficulties in hiring
permanent nurses, the desire to avoid the use of
mandatory overtime for staff, and a much higher
level of aggression among patients being admitted in comparison with past years.
“We have a duty to maintain safety,” noted the
Executive Medical Director, Isabel Desjardins.
“The level of violence is very high.” Part of the
evidence of the unusual degree of aggression includes attacks on two doctors, which is crossing
a threshold which patients usually do not cross,
she said. One psychiatrist “has a huge black eye.”
Staff said they believe the aggression reflects
symptoms of illness, not a knowing intent to
cause harm, so criminal charges are not being
brought in any of the recent cases.

The need to protect safety can be an obstacle
to new admissions because under federal requirements it is “our responsibility to admit [only]
people whom we can keep safe,” Rothenberg
said. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services can make a finding of a violation if an
incident occurs, and CMS determines in hindsight that it was the result of the hospital admitting a patient that it did not have the ability to
handle, he explained.
Paul Dupre, Commissioner of the Department
of Mental Health, said later that the need for the
state to have inpatient space for every patient
must balance with what is clinically appropriate
in a patient environment. He said the current
pressure in achieving that is based on the phasing
in of a new hospital and that he did not see it as a
long term conflict within the system.
The use of some bed capacity by people who
no longer need the VPCH level of care is another
factor preventing new admissions, committee
members were told.
At the time of the advisory committee meeting,
four patients had been there for at least a month
after they no longer met the need for “this level of
care,” Desjardins said. Two were court-ordered,
and the courts were not willing to approve a less
intense or secure placement, one was stalled for
lack of an appropriate placement, and one was finally being discharged that week, she said.
The advisory committee was also informed
that tele-medicine will be used for psychiatric
evaluations for persons being held involuntarily
for hospitalization. A new law allows persons in
a psychiatric crisis to be brought involuntarily to
any hospital in the state, but allows them to be
held only for 24 hours before a psychiatrist must
evaluate the person. Psychiatrists are on duty
24/7 only at the University of Vermont Medical
Center (formerly Fletcher Allen) and the VPCH,
so the use of tele-medicine will make the evaluations possible. AD

BRATTLEBORO — The Brattleboro Retreat,
facing a cut-off of federal funding, signed a special 2-year agreement in November and will hire
an outside quality specialist to work with it to
meet compliance with the regulations of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.
The agreement came after a new inspection in
October revealed another near-death of a patient
on its adolescent inpatient unit.
The 16-year-old patient, who was in the state’s
custody, had to be revived after being found facedown and unresponsive in a bathtub, the CMS report said. Due to a communication failure, a staff
person was listening from outside the bathroom
instead of maintaining direct one-to-one visual
supervision that had been prescribed because of
a high risk of self harm.
There were a number of self-harm episodes at
the Retreat this past year, including one suicide
attempt which resulted in CPR being conducted
en route to medical care. That 14-year-old girl
died in July as a result of her injuries, according
to a letter from her parents.
The Retreat was under a warning of losing
federal funds if it did not show that it was meet-

ing safety and quality improvements. At the end
of the September site visit, the Retreat issued a
statement saying that even without a written report, “we believe from the exit conference that
the Retreat remains out of compliance.”
CMS surveyors designated risks to patient
health and safety an “immediate jeopardy” situation at the October visit, which can result in termination of provider status within days. That
status was resolved by the Retreat in a few hours.
In addition to the near-drowning, the violations
included failure to remove elastic bandage wrap
from units after it was shown to be a hazard and
inappropriate police involvement with a patient
who had absconded but was still on the grounds.
According to news reports, the Systems Improvement Agreement signed by the Retreat is a
new tool that CMS uses as an alternative to cutting off funding when a hospital does not meet
regulatory requirements.
Under the Systems Improvement Agreement
the Retreat will be surveyed again within the next
four months. The Retreat also waives any right
to appeal if it is found out of compliance at that
time and its provider status is terminated. AD

Retreat Signs Special Agreement
For Intensive Federal Oversight

In Some Areas

MONTPELIER – The promise of mobile crisis teams in every part of the state under Act 79
has not yet been realized, according to a survey
done by the leader of new training on police and
mental health collaboration.
Kristen Chandler, who directs “Team Two”
training to guide law enforcement and mental
health agencies in working together in crises, said
that there is wide variation in the actual capacity
available, despite what might exist on paper.
She told members at an Act 80 police training
committee meeting that “there’s a lot of frustration.” Her October report to the Department of
Mental Health identified a number of gaps and
areas of friction between some agencies and
some police units.
“Why are DAs [the agencies] allowed to have
such differences?” asked Tony Facos, Montpelier
Police Chief and a member of the Act 80 group.
AJ Ruben, from Disability Rights Vermont,
another member, said his organization has been
pressing for years, but “there’s not sufficient
funding,” and DMH has acknowledged its inability to monitor whether agencies are meeting their
contract requirements.
“A federal lawsuit may be the [only] way to
fix it,” he said, pointing to a similar situation and
a successful lawsuit in New Hampshire.
Member Michael Sabourin, from Vermont
Psychiatric Survivors, said that “the agencies
have an autonomy that allows different levels of
services” to result around the state.
Chandler reported that there are areas of Team
Two training she hopes will continue and expand,
including adding police dispatchers and EMT
first responders. Her report also cited a “glaring
example” from Lamoille County of the need for
better communications systems. The crisis team
there was publicly criticized for not responding
to a state police request to respond to the scene
of a threatened suicide. According to Chandler’s
report, the team did not receive that request as a
result of a error in the message that was relayed
through the dispatcher.
The Act 80 group also reviewed how to evaluate whether the basic police training established
under that law was making an impact.
The starting point for a review is to ask, “What
do you want to know?” said Karen Gennette of
the Crime Research Group in Vermont. It will be
preparing an evaluation proposal for the committee to review at its next meeting on January 12.
“Whatever you can find out,” Ruben replied.
“We want to improve the program. What’s working? What’s not?”
Missy Boothroyd, from the Vermont Council
for Independent Living, mentioned that one issue
was inclusion of training for interacting with persons with a mental illness who are also deaf.
The group discussed the training opportunities
that will result as an increasing number of law enforcement agencies equip officers with body cameras that record their interactions. The majority of
interactions with persons with mental health challenges occurs in informal situations on the street,
but the only reporting now is on the small number
of situations that result in an arrest or use of force,
Facos said. It is “not an accurate reflection” of how
well or how poorly officers might be putting their
Act 80 training to use, he said. AD
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NEWS BRIEFS

Washington State Court Finds
Patient Boarding Unconstitutional

JUNEAU, Alaska — National attention has
been drawn to an Alaska Supreme Court decision
that found that “boarding” involuntary patients
— holding them in emergency departments until
treatment beds become available — is unconstitutional. Boarding has become common in many
states based on inadequate inpatient or community diversion programs, or both, according to an
article in Governing magazine. In Vermont, it has
not yet been resolved since Tropical Storm Irene
MAD HATTERS — Alyssum, a peer-run crisis bed and respite program in Rochester, cele- closed the state hospital in Waterbury, despite
brated its third anniversary with a heady display of hats at an open house with refreshments. new programs and the opening of the new state(Counterpoint Photos: Anne Donahue) run hospital in Berlin.

Rutland Hospital Redesigns ED
For Holding Psychiatric Patients

Restraint and Seclusion Rates
Vary Widely Among Hospitals

MONTPELIER – The rates of use of emergency restraint and seclusion vary widely among
the state’s hospitals with psychiatric units, according to data being tracked by the Department
of Mental Health. The department has not yet
identified whether a data error contributed to a
particularly high rate of emergency procedures at
Rutland Regional Medical Center’s Level 1 unit
in the second quarter of 2014.
The Rutland rate dropped in the third quarter
from 3.41 hours per 1,000 patient hours to .79,
while the Brattleboro Retreat’s rate almost doubled from .68 to 1.2. The national average for all
levels of pychiatric care as reported by the Joint
Commission is .88.
The new Vermont Psychiatric Care Hospital
in Berlin continues to have the lowest rates
among the three hospitals that admit Level 1 patients (those patients who would previously have
gone to the Vermont State Hospital). The rate was
.23 in the three months after opening in July.
Jeff McKee, PhD, who directs the Rutland
psychiatric unit, said at several different meetings
that he believed there might be data errors, such
as a count of emergencies included from units
outside of its Level 1 unit. In addition, with such
small numbers in Vermont, “there will always be
spikes,” said Jill Olson of the Vermont Association of Hospitals and Health Care Systems. “One
patient can really change how it looks.”
All hospitals with psychiatric units in the state
are participating in training that is based upon the
“six core strategies” for reducing restraint and seclusion identified by the federal Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administration. Consultant
Kevin Huckshorn is leading the training.
At the state-run VPCH in Berlin, data shared at
the October meeting of the hospital’s advisory
committee showed zero use of “mechanical restraint” (restraint beds) since opening. Emergency
involuntary medication was used six times in those
first three months, and seclusion was used 14
times. Twelve of those episodes involved a single

patient. Brief restraints, involving “hands-on” by
staff, numbered 21. Federal regulations do not differentiate between types of restraint.
Scott Perry, PhD, from the quality management staff, said that even when seclusion is used,
it is not for extended periods of time. “We have
yet to have a seclusion that lasted more than two
hours,” he said.
The focus is to “continue changing the culture,”
Perry said. Staff “has become significantly more
tolerant” of behavior that might technically constitute an assault, but does not create an imminent
risk of serious injury, which is the standard for
using an emergency involuntary procedure.
The statewide training in October had “active
and enthusiastic participation,” said Linda
Cramer of Disability Rights Vermont in November. “The diversity of attendance was incredible.”
Cramer had expressed concern at the September meeting of the EIP Review Committee that
the last time staff had specialized training on reducing restraint and seclusion at both the Retreat
and the Vermont State Hospital, there was a positive impact but “it wasn’t sustained.”
The principles need to be integrated into policies, procedures and practices so that change is
not dependent on the staff at any given time, and
survives staff turnover, Sarah Squirrell, from the
Vermont Cooperative for Practice Improvement
and Innovation, replied. That is the focus of the
new six core strategy approach. VCPII is coordinating the training.
Rates of emergency procedures are not yet
being measured for non-Level 1 units. The University of Vermont Medical Center (formerly
Fletcher Allen) Shepardson 6 secure unit had a
statewide high of 70 procedures from July to September, but the number does not take patient census into account. It reported a higher use of
involuntary medication as the intervention used,
in comparison with any of the other hospitals.
Data in the report does not yet include the children’s units at the Retreat. AD

MONTPELIER — Rutland Regional Medical
Center has received state approval to redesign
and expand its emergency department. The new
ED will include five psychiatric beds, including
“a four bed psychiatric holding suite with a dedicated nursing station and bathroom.” The application for approval noted the number of patients
who have been held, sometimes for days, while
waiting for an inpatient bed in the state.
The statement of decision from the Green
Mountain Care Board said that “although Vermont has made progress in creating additional
beds for psychiatric care,” the hospital “continues
to hold psychiatric patients in the ED for longer
lengths of time than is desirable due to the unavailability of an inpatient psychiatric bed. The
proposed project is designed in part to provide
more appropriate exam and holding space for
psychiatric patients.” The decision noted that,
“The psychiatric holding suite will be located
away from the fast paced activities of the ED to
offer a more secure and calm environment.” AD

Utah Nears Goal, Using Housing,
To End Chronic Homelessness

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah — Keeping a promise made 10 years ago, the Utah Homeless Task
Force expects to have effectively ended chronic
homelessness in the state by the end of 2015, according to an article in the Salt Lake Tribune.
Utah has reduced its chronically homeless population from 1,932 to 539 — a drop of 72 percent
since 2005. The article said that key to the effort’s
success is the use of the Housing First model and
the argument that it saves taxpayers money.
While the chronically homeless make up a fraction of Utah’s overall homeless population, they
consume a disproportionate amount of resources.
Vermont has a Housing First program with a
limited number of slots.

Medical Center Considers Outdoor
Area as Part of New Construction
BURLINGTON — The University of Vermont
Medical Center (formerly Fletcher Allen) is reviewing the possibility of a rooftop outdoor area
for its sixth floor psychiatric unit in the Shepardson
building, it told state regulators in its application
for a major hospital construction project. The outdoor area, and the possibility of moving some offices to another wing, would improve care on
Shepardson 6, the application said. The idea came
from the advisory Program Quality Committee for
the Department of Psychiatry, which suggested
that the hospital review the rooftop area that was
constructed at Rutland Regional Medical Center
for its inpatient psychiatric units. AD
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In Loving Memory

From the first day I met Linda in 1998, it was clear that she lived and breathed the belief that everyone, regardless of their current struggles, had the ability to achieve a life worth living.
She was a champion of hope for those individuals that society had given up on, and she was an endless source
of stories about the people she worked with who had, despite everyone’s negative predictions, written their own
Wellness Recovery Action Plan, gotten a job, gone back to school, started a recovery group, or moved into their
own place. As I heard her say once, she fought for and saw herself as one of the people that the rest of the world
had thrown away. She was the ultimate advocate — she never gave up on anyone.
Nick Nichols
Linda related to other psychiatric survivors —
to everyone — as an equal. In all her years as
VPS director, I never once heard her invoke her
position, or her Masters in Community Mental
Health to separate herself from her peers.
Laura Ziegler
Linda Corey was a fierce advocate who will
be greatly missed.
Seth Collins
A tireless advocate for the dignity of people
and the right to community supports on our own
terms, Linda Corey collaborated when it was
fruitful, persuaded when it was important, and
fought against if it was needed for our mental
health system to be better for all. We will miss
the keeper of the “big tent” that included all, the
“hats off” meeting moderator that let us all just
be people and not labels, and her insistence on
“nothing about us without us.”
Beth Tanzman, MSW Assistant Director
Vermont Blueprint for Health
Linda was an amazing advocate who gave her
all to the state and our movement. She had the
greatest skill of empowering others and through
that has educated others to carry on the movement.
Sarah Launderville
Linda Corey recognized the spiritual and emotional value of all people and the value of dogs,
cats and other critters. She utilized pet therapy
with the little black pug, Spider, who is now her
son Lester’s most intimate support.
Xenia Williams
Linda Corey educated, advocated and led with
deep commitment, heart and courage. She didn't
allow stigma to stop her, she helped others to
overcome it. Linda paved the way for many people to overcome obstacles in their lives, leading
through example. Her influence affected individuals and mental health services across Vermont.
I am grateful for what I learned from her and
hope that I can honor her life by doing what I
can to support people with mental health conditions.
Julie Tessler, Executive Director
Vermont Council of Developmental
and Mental Health Services
I always enjoyed working with her and remember our chairing a committee a few years
ago regarding outpatient services and the need
to be able to provide case management services
to those who didn’t meet CRT criteria. This was
a large committee and Linda was certainly key to
keeping us all on track. I believe that much of that
early work informed the need for what we all
refer to as non-categorical funding. I will remember her fondly.
Paul Dupre, Commissioner
Department of Mental Health

Linda was a great ally and friend. I could always count on her for support in national advocacy. When I asked for help in setting up a
national consumer/survivor voice in 2006, she
stepped forward without hesitation. Also she
wisely suggested that our group be called a coalition to ensure that member groups retained maximal autonomy. Accordingly, I was proud to have
her be a founding board member of the National
Coalition for Mental Health Recovery. I will miss
her positive, hopeful attitude and infectious
smile. I feel her spirit will always be with us. In
Central America they would say, "Linda, presente!"
Daniel B. Fisher, MD, PhD, Executive Director
National Empowerment Center
Linda was my mentor, my boss, my friend.
May she be held in the hearts of all who knew her,
as they remember her accomplishments and kindnesses.
Gayle Lyman-Hatzell
Many thanks for your courage over the years,
for your belief in me and in so many others, for
your inclusion of everyone in the peer movement
and the work of VPS, and may you now soar with
the angels in your new life.
Marty Roberts
Linda recruited and hired me for the patient
representative position at VSH. She was always
supportive and helpful. What I want her to be remembered for was being a real, reliable, aggressive, and a caring advocate for patients at VSH
at a time when they had little to no-one supporting them.
Michael Sabourin
I'm a newcomer to Vermont, so I knew Linda's
legacy mostly through the stories of others. What
impressed me was the incredible loyalty and passion she inspired. She reached out and touched
people where they felt and lived. She stood with
people in their darkest times, and saw them safely
through. She spoke to the heart of our troubled
movement and gave us a light to walk toward together. Namaste, bowing, godspeed, gentle soul.
Sarah Knutson
Transformation Consulting

Linda Corey was an absolute pioneer in bringing peer services to the Vermont mental health
system. She was the catalyst for this movement
throughout the state, acting as teacher, advocate,
collaborator and friend. Her contribution was immense and lives on in the work we do to continue
the growth of the peer movement. Thank you,
Linda, for being so extraordinary. We are forever
grateful.
Mary Moulton, Executive Director
Washington County Mental Health Services
Linda would give the shirt off her back for
anyone. Linda was always there for us — we have
to be there for her. Her work will go on through
us.
Scott McKenzie
Linda Corey chaired the Board of DRVT
when I was hired and she has guided DRVT and
shaped my view of my work ever since. She always advocated with heart, determination, and
grit. We all can thank her for helping to make
Vermont a state in which the voices of psychiatric
survivors has a greater impact on practice than in
most any other state. We will do well if we approach our work with the values and the love that
guided her.
Ed Paquin, Executive Director
Disability Rights Vermont
Linda’s presence came from the place that
there is no one better or no one worse or no one
more important in peer services, in that all are
important and that they all carry value to folks at
different times, perhaps on a continuum as we
flow through life.
Melanie Jannery
I remember a quiet woman determined to get
things done for her people. She had a way of
making you want to do more and overcome your
own problems to help others... She was always a
person to draw your attention with what she said.
I would say that she had a covert strength in matters of activism that few could match.
Allen Godin

Linda was a powerful force for good in Vermont’s mental health system and in the individuals she interacted with and for. Her spirit,
courage and tenderness are what make her one
She was never shy, always asking what effect of the true heros of the collective community we
actions would have on a person’s life. She was a live in and are building in Vermont.
Jeff Rothenberg, Executive Director, VPCH
tremendous resource to me: generous to a fault
— stop by, and she would make you feel like you
I am reminded with Linda’s passing what
were the most important person in the world.
SAMHSA
has been talking about for a decade
Clare Munat
now. We are dying 25 years younger than the rest
Linda did everything in her power to make me of the population. Linda death brings this home
feel comfortable and supported. She treated me, to me and along with feeling sad, I am also mad.
and my organization, with great kindness and re- As we celebrate Linda’s life I hope each of us as
spect, every single time I got to enjoy her com- individuals can make a commitment to do what
pany. She was and is a people's hero.
we need to do to keep our bodies as healthy as
Will Eberle, Executive Director possible carrying the history that people like
Another Way Linda helped build.
Jane Winterling

Tributes to Linda Corey
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LEADERSHIP RECOGNITION — Linda Chambers (right), Executive
Director of the Clara Martin Center, addresses residents, staff and
friends of Safe Haven at its annual picnic this fall as she introduces a
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leadership award for Linda Corey. Kitty Gallagher (center) accepted
the award on Corey’s behalf. Corey died on November 19.
(Counterpoint Photo: Anne Donahue)

Linda Corey Recognized for ‘Spirit of Recovery’

RANDOLPH — Safe Haven presented
a special advocacy and service award to
Linda Corey, former Executive Director of
Vermont Psychiatric Survivors, at its annual
picnic this fall. It was accepted on her behalf by her long-time friend, Kitty Gallagher. Corey died a month later at Rutland
Regional Medical Center, after she took a
turn for the worse from a stroke suffered
last summer.
VPS was a partner with the Clara Martin
Center in establishing Safe Haven, and the
two agencies continued to jointly direct the
peer-staffed transitional residence until this
past month. The award was presented by
Linda Chambers, Executive Director of
Clara Martin, who read the plaque at a ceremony during the picnic. A second plaque
will remain on display at the residence. The
award reads:
This award is dedicated to Linda Corey
for her dedication and leadership on the
Safe Haven Project and more importantly
her leadership in the field of peer services
and recovery.
Linda Corey is a woman who lives each
day with kindness in her heart. Linda has
served on many state and local committees
over her many years of service to advocate
for the peer community and Recovery.
Linda Corey demonstrated kindness and
common-sense understanding of issues and
provided a strong voice in many arenas.
Linda Corey was proud of everyone and
lived to promote happiness and strength in
each person.
Linda Corey is one woman who contributed to the true spirit of the Safe Haven
program, and its mission as a caring and
responsive community resource.
Linda Corey’s commitment to the project
is unwavering and will be a part of its fabric for years to come. She helped to shape
the future changes we are currently contending with, holding true to the spirit of recovery as the solid foundation in which Safe
Haven stands for today.
Linda Corey’s commitment to the Safe
Haven advisory and operating board often
demonstrated her courage and strength, all
of which are essential to the success of the
program.
Linda Corey is always willing to pursue
new opportunities and learn new ideas to
help others. She brings the teamwork attitude and spirit to the table.
Linda Corey is truly gifted when it

comes to understanding the barriers others face.
She has a “tell it like it is” attitude always with
a kind and gentle voice. Linda Corey demonstrates
unfailing support of the people she serves.
Linda Corey is a teacher and she is able to do
all this with an incredibly caring and compassionate nature.
Linda Corey serves as an anchor for many people who struggle through the stormy seas of mental
illness.
Linda Corey has consistently demonstrated and
provided empathic, respectful, knowledgeable support to the persons she touches.
Linda Corey demonstrated the importance for

compassion to promote the strengths of others.
Linda Corey made a true commitment to an organization and to the people, something needed to
be successful over time.
Linda Corey stands out as an example in her
field for demonstrating compassion, knowledge, experience, and teamwork that made her an invaluable asset to Safe Haven.
Linda Corey has demonstrated an unfailing dedication to Safe Haven, her colleagues and to the
persons she advocated for. These qualities are a true
measure of her character and of her commitment to
the people we serve.
Linda Corey is deserving of honor and respect.

Acceptance Reflects on Dedication

RANDOLPH — Kitty Gallagher accepted the
Safe Haven leadership award on behalf of Linda
Corey this fall. Her comments on that day follow.
It gives me great pleasure and I am honored to
accept this award on behalf of Linda Corey.
When I first heard Linda was going to receive
an award and my name was mentioned to be the
one to accept on behalf of Linda, I thought I would
ask Linda first. So I went up to [Mountain View
Center] and first told her there was a voicemail I
would like to have her hear, and I played it for her.
Her eyes brightened up as she listened very intently.
I asked her two things: Would you be willing to
accept this award? She nodded up and down. Is it
alright with her that I accept it in her honor on her
behalf? Again she nodded.
Linda has been a mentor of mine for a very

long time and I am feeling humbled and very
pleased to accept on her behalf.
Linda has made many, many great strides in her
life, presented with the struggles she has had, and
still continues to move forward.
She is full of determination to overcome whatever struggles that come in front of her to come out
the other side, and smiles quietly with pleasure at
what she is working on overcoming.
I personally would like to invite those that she
has helped, supported, walked with, listened to and
shared dreams, hopes, needs and desires, to come
and visit with her, to be able to reflect on the past
and dream towards the future, and share what is
happening now.
She would like and appreciate that!
With desires and dreams and a lot of determination, anything is possible.

Linda Corey, Peer Leader, Dies at 63
(Continued from page 1)
was a “pioneer in involving spirituality in mental
health... she knew the power of faith.”
Corey was born April 12, 1951, in Proctor, the
daughter of Charles and Doris (Angel) Thomas.
She graduated from Wallingford High School in
1969, Green Mountain College and Trinity College, where she earned her Master’s in Community
Mental Health.
She began at Vermont Psychiatric Survivors 17
years ago and became executive director in 1999.
She spoke across the state and nationally on recovery and the psychiatric survivor movement.
She suffered a stroke on her last day of work at
Vermont Psychiatric Survivors and received care
at Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center and
Mountain View Center prior to her death at Rutland Regional Medical Center.

Corey enjoyed going to yard sales, bingo, basket
parties and auctions. She collected music boxes. She
was a certified Methodist lay speaker and a member
of First Congregational Church of Fair Haven, and
Center Grange in Hubbardton.
Survivors include her son, Lester Corey of Fair
Haven; stepchildren; two sisters, Harriet Ransom of
Castleton and Lillian Smits of New York; an uncle,
step-grandchildren, step-great-grandchildren, nieces
and nephews. She was predeceased by her husband,
William Corey, in 1985; and brothers Frank Thomas
and Clive Ray Thomas.
A private burial will be at a later date in the
North East Cemetery in Pawlet.
Memorial contributions may be made to First
Congregational Church of Fair Haven, 2 North Park
Place, Fair Haven, VT 05743 and can be designated
for Lester Corey.
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Peer Leadership Values and
By ANNE DONAHUE
Counterpoint

MONTPELIER – “What do you want to do?”
and “Who do you want to be?”
Finding the answers and a “convergence” to
them is the key to being a leader, according to
speaker Kathryn Power at a conference on peer
leadership this fall.
Transformational peer leadership will be crucial as health care moves “towards a more holistic system” in order to ensure that peer services
become an integrated part of that system, not an
isolated structure, she said.
Power is the regional administrator from
Boston for the federal Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. The Vermont
Association for Mental Health and Addictions
Recovery Association was the host of the conference.
As systems change, the issue for consumers
will be how to “weave [peer services] into integrated care.”
Power suggested that “you don’t want to have
a separate system.”
The highest risk will be that as new players
emerge in that new system, the ways of addressing mental health will “revert back” to a time
when peer voices were not heard, and consumers
will “lose rights and protections,” Powers said.
“Inside an integrated system, everybody’s
going to have to change their practice,” and consumers need to be agents of change, so that the
old reality is transformed.
Transformational leadership is about both the
process and the intent, she said. It is about an “intense alteration of the status quo” and a “decision
to alter and make a difference in reality” from
what existed before.

She was one of six individuals who presented
ideas to help guide the peer workforce in Vermont
in the development of leadership skills.
One of the most common themes was the need
to understand the difference between leadership
and management.
Power described it as “doing things right” in
contrast to “doing the right thing,” and said that
problems often arise when organizations focus
only on technical issues. They do “the wrong
things beautifully and efficiently” but fail to communicate their values.
In true leadership, the primary goal is the desire to serve others, and the capacity to “convert
vision into action,” she said.
The servant-leader has the needs of others as
the highest priority and has a focus on how those
being served can grow as persons to be “healthier,
fairer, wiser and more autonomous.”
One barrier to leadership is a lack of authenticity: the failure to act on one’s character and
“the forces that have shaped you.”
An individual must have a personal commitment to one’s values and “model the behavior
you expect” from others.
Another is the failure to be accountable, and
to say instead that “the problem is out there.”
Leaders fight the “we versus they mentality” and
recognize “you have a stake in the success” of
others, Power said.
Leadership plans often fail when the leaders
don’t change their behavior, and assume that the
change is needed in others, she said. In reality,
one “can’t ask for change in others without a
change in self.”
Unacceptable behavior needs to be confronted, but should be confronted in a positive
way, Power said.

It is also crucial to listen to others, because
“differing messages offer valuable information.”
Leaders spend “twice as much time talking to
those who don’t agree” with them, Power said.
Leadership Can Be Measured
Peter Espenshade, the executive director of
VAMHAR, discussed measures that identify
leadership within an organization.
He said that one never hears a leader say “I”
or “my” about a project: a leader recognizes that
no one stands alone and it is “our” effort and vision.
The exception is when something goes wrong,
and leaders must have “the courage to stand up
and say, ‘that was me’” and take ownership of the
mistake.
A leader also promotes the culture of the organization, and reinforces it constantly. A leader
hires others who are leaders, recognizing that
they make the cause stronger and are not a threat,
Espenshade said.
Being Authentic to One’s Principles
The next speaker was Sarah Launderville, the
executive director of the Vermont Center for Independent Living. She traced her own history of
growing into leadership as a peer.
Launderville said she had to learn “how to embrace my disability” after a history of involuntary
hospitalization and forced medication.
One must be authentic first, she said: having
a strong values base and “understanding [one’s]
own principles.”
When she became engaged in civil disobedience to fight injustice, she was warned that she
was “killing her future career” with an arrest
record.
Instead, she gained in understanding that there
is “something much larger than ourselves” to

REFLECTION

‘Deep Change’ Applies to Survivor Movement
by Tom Merrick

“In today’s organizations, many people are
dying, not physically, but psychologically. To turn
this situation around, for the healing process to
begin, people must engage in deep personal
change — change that will only occur when people take active charge of their own lives. This is
a very uncomfortable concept for most people.”
— Robert E. Quinn, in Deep Change: Discovering the Leader Within
The idea of self-determination, of becoming
an internally driven change agent in one’s own
life and in one’s environment, seems an idea
whose time has arrived. As evidenced throughout
the book Deep Change, the idea of becoming a
“self-authorizing” leader is a central theme for
developing transformative leadership.
Transformative leaders are expected to experience and model deep personal change as they
take necessary risks, putting vision attainment
ahead of achieving political advantage, to create
their desired results. This process is not reserved
for the upper echelon alone, but is applicable and
available to anyone at any level of an organization.
Similarly, leaders in the mental health consumer/survivor movement, taking their lead from
advances made by other disability groups, have
increased a collective demand for increased selfdetermination in all aspects of their lives.
A few states and communities have responded

with small pilot projects of self-directed approaches, based on the overarching values of selfdetermination, a social movement that is already
well underway within other disability constituencies. The expectation for increased and expanded
attention to both of these approaches in the mental health field is certain.
Much of the rhetoric of the two seemingly disparate lines of thinking, (i.e. self-direction for
consumers and self-authorization for organizational players) is the same.
There is dignity in risk; there is moral rightness in taking a stand; there is a recurring theme
that change and learning come primarily from internal commitment.
In many respects, recovery, as experienced by
the mental health consumer, can be viewed as a
kind of personal transformation, while a broadly
brushed picture of system transformation can be
viewed as a recovery, i.e. the recovery of a system that is badly “out of alignment” with currently changing realities.
Not strangely, these lines of thought remain on
very separate tracks. Organizational leadership
risk is characterized as the hero’s journey. The organizational leader makes a transformative individual journey to achieve his or her vision of
social redemption, thus saving the day at great
personal cost. Perhaps as a result of stigma, consumer self-direction is less likely to be viewed in
such a grand light.

However, viewing these two separate philosophies in the dynamic context of mental health
transformation, it is possible to think of them as
related. If we believe all stakeholders are
prospective change agents responsible for transformation, the two ways of thinking can become
highly synergistic.
Leaders at all levels of the mental health system are charged to take the necessary political
risks associated with allowing consumers to regain creative leadership roles in their own lives.
The challenging reactions of those who would
benefit from maintaining the status quo must be
successfully negotiated.
In this scenario, the stories of the lives of consumers fighting to achieve and maintain recovery
become the truly heroic journeys at the heart of
the system’s transformation. The leadership vision is focused on how we can get to the point
that more of these stories are lived and more of
these stories are told.
That vision is a “deep change” worth the fight
and definitely worth the cost.
Tom Merrick is the state’s consumer director
with the Maryland Department of Disabilities
and can be contacted at tmerrick@mdod.state.
md.us. His essay was distributed at the peer leadership conference presented by the Vermont Association for Mental Health and Addictions
Recovery.
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Skills Explored by Speakers
stand up for, she said. “I wasn’t killing my career;
I found it,” Launderville said.
Responding to a Calling
Hal Colston discussed leading through conviction and the willingness to respond to a calling.
In his case, it was founding the “Good News
Garage” to repair donated cars to make them
available to struggling families.
“The power of ideas to change the world” is
“rooted in our core values,” he told the audience,
and our own life stories “shape our core values.”
Colston’s defining personal story was growing
up amid the racism of his Pennsylvania town in the
1960s. After an experience with injustice in his
school, he found a purpose in “speaking truth to
power,” he said. It led him to a decision to “stick
his neck out” and later, to follow a vision to empower people to escape poverty by having a car.
The Good News Garage had little start-up
funding and was a high risk for failure – “we built
it as we flew it” – but taking that risk ultimately
led to success, Colston said.
Culturally Responsive Leadership
Maria Avila spoke next, and addressed leadership in providing “culturally responsive care and
services” regardless of one’s personal racial or
ethnic identity or cultural affiliation. She is a consultant on cultural and linguistic competency.
It is “a journey, not a destination,” to learn
how to serve in a multicultural nation, she said.
It is also essential, because leaders in the health
care system need to understand how racial disparities and the history of oppression impact
health disparities.
Suicide, for example, is significantly higher
among native Americans and gay, lesbian and bisexual youth, she said. (It is not yet assessed
among transgender youth.)
“Ethno-centrism” – considering one’s major-

ity status as the only one that matters – is “an obstacle to achieving effective leadership,” Avila
said. Leadership requires the ability to be aware
of one’s own biases, knowledge of the world
view of diverse clients, and skills and strategies
to adapt services that are consistent with diverse
life experiences, she said.
Her presentation closed with a video clip documenting the history of oppression in the United
States that included quotations to challenge the
viewers.
“Be the change you want to see in the world,”
Mahatma Gandhi’s quote advised.
“Once your eyes are opened, you cannot close
them again without compromising your human-

ity,” Joe Feagin, author of Racist America,
warned.
Remembering Financial Needs
The final speaker was Joe Woodin, the chief
executive of Gifford Hospital. He urged leaders
of nonprofit organizations to remember that financial resources are crucial.
“If your mission is that important… you have
to figure out your finances,” he said. “It is hard
for us to do a good job” if money is the constant
worry. He told the audience that “we can all become a new person” and have to remember that
“it’s really hard work to do the right thing.
“Life is not equal, but we can all help to make
it more fair,” Woodin said.

The Hive Is Abuzz in Brattleboro

(Continued from page 1)
around the various experiences that we all have,
without having to label ourselves or our experiences for anything other than what they are: part
of being human.”
For some, the existing system of mental supports has not been adequate.
“As cliché as it sounds, the medical model has
— without a doubt — enabled me to survive
[but] it’s collective, co-created, mutual support
models like The Hive that will enable me to
thrive,” an anonymous member said.
“For years, I’ve been existing in the mainstream medical model for addressing any distress
or intense emotions in my life,” the individual
said. “That model has left me feeling pretty
stuck, disempowered, diseased, and hopeless.
“I’ve been looking for a way to address these
human emotions in a non-judgmental, non-hierarchical, loving, mutual, and liberatory way. The
Hive means I can move toward this possibility
with other people that share [that]
aspiration.”
Puffer agreed. “Everyone is
lonely and we’re all struggling with
our minds... In some ways the mental health system is expected to, or
tries to, provide people with community and connection and of
course, that is difficult because it’s
challenging to get a sense of belonging and mutual connection with
someone who is in a position of diagnosing and writing notes about
you and potentially wielding a great
amount of power in your life.
“There seems to be a bunch of
things getting in the way of getting
social
and emotional needs met in
WALKING FOR NAMI — Participants enjoyed a sunny
fall day in Burlington.
(Photo courtesy of NAMI-VT) our society, for whatever reason. I
think we could do a better job of
providing this to each other in our
communities.
“I see this as part of a cultural
shift that’s underway, a reclaiming
BURLINGTON — NAMI-VT raised $58,000 in its annual of our ability, right, and responsibilfundraiser this fall, with 700 separate donations from 300 reg- ity to care for our neighbor and to
istered participants in NAMIWalk, the organization has re- ask for care from our neighbor.”
ported. “Congratulations to all our Walkers, Sponsors and
Cal said that, “The systems and
Donors on a fantastic Walk Day,” NAMI said on its web site. structures that exist in our culture
“The weather was beautiful and our new route right through only serve a few people well, and
downtown Burlington gave us a wonderful opportunity for vis- harm and oppress a lot of people,
ibility.” NAMIWalk “is the biggest mental health party of the and I’m invested in creating alternayear... We walk to celebrate the hope of recovery,” NAMI said. tives to those structures and subvert“We walk to remember those we've lost and to help the peo- ing them. I think what we’re doing
ple we love. We walk because there is unjust policy, stigma, is a piece of that puzzle.
fear, and ignorance. We walk to speak out for positive change.”
“I’m interested in re-envisioning

NAMIWalk Raises Money
And Recovery Awareness
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what it looks like to work together as a community and create the kinds of supports we actually
need and that actually serve us and someday be
able to stop relying on the systems that are in
place that are actually damaging a lot of us.”
Kayla added that the lack of community-based
options for support, and the need to address feelings of isolation created by various experiences
people may have had, led to the desire to increase
opportunities for connectedness and support.
“I think for some individuals a mutual support
network, such as the Hive, has the potential to
create another option and an alternative to utilizing crisis or other emergency services, she said.
Many of those who commented referenced the
loneliness they often felt. “I’m experiencing a lot
of isolation these days, so Humans Anonymous
provides a welcome opportunity to connect with
people who share on a really genuine level,” David
said. “I really value and appreciate the honesty and
realness that is shared in our meetings.”
Although still young, The Hive has attracted
members and an assortment of ideas beyond the
support group aspects.
“The thing that’s been the most exciting and inspiring to me is the leadership that has developed
and people stepping up and taking ownership and
wanting to participate and do stuff,” Cal said.
The Hive identified three initial target areas:
the Humans Anonymous group, the development
of small cell support groups, and crisis alternatives. The “cells” are autonomous groups of three
to five people that interact according to their
needs for ongoing support to form a “honeycomb” as a whole.
An organizing process included an event with
persons interested in participating using icebreaker exercises, sharing food, and then completing a survey which was used to match
potential cell members with one another. Three
cells have been formed thus far.
The monthly planning meetings that began in
February have also continued.
In August, the group had a skill-share on crisis: what “crisis” means, what the hopes and
fears are for that moment of possibility, and what
strategies have been found helpful, or not helpful,
in individuals’ experiences. In October, there was
a screening of “Beyond the Medical Model,” a
film by the Western Mass. Recovery Learning
Community. Most of the meetings are potlucks
and with the exception of Humans Anonymous,
take place at the Root Social Justice Center at 28
Williams Street. AD
For more information, The Hive can be contacted at bratthive@gmail.com or via its Facebook group, The Hive Mutual Support Network.
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DMH Conference
Keynote Stresses
Community Systems
by CLARKE HAYWOOD
Counterpoint

KILLINGTON – A true change in culture in
addressing mental health issues is really about
fully achieving the goal of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, according to the keynote speaker
at the Department of Mental Health’s second annual conference this fall.
Commissioner of Mental Health Paul Dupre
gave the opening remarks, telling a room full of
professionals, peers and family members that “we
have an opportunity to move and grow.”
The theme of this year’s conference was “A
State of Mental Health: Challenges, Opportunities, and Future Directions of Vermont’s Adult
Mental Health System.”
In her keynote address, Kevin Huckshorn,
commended the state for in the aftermath of the
flooding of the Vermont State Hospital by Tropical Storm Irene for “just taking full advantage of
what could have been a tragedy … to really
change that to an opportunity, to move your state
forward.”
Huckshorn said that “what the ADA is really
about is integrating people with disabilities to live
in their communities along with all the rest of
us.”
Vermont is moving away from “congregate
living facilities,” which nationwide remain common, she said.
Huckshorn is Director of Substance Abuse and
Mental Health for Delaware Health and Social
Services and spoke on the topic, “Improving Vermont’s Adult Mental Health System: Where Have
We Been, Where Should We Be Going?”
Her address outlined how her state has made
similar strides in mental health to Vermont’s,
compared with realities of the national landscape.
The goal must be “to develop, monitor, and
implement [a plan] and discharge individuals living in a hospital — and that’s anybody — back
to their community in integrated settings of their
choice,” she said.
The aim is “to focus on preventing crises and
unnecessary hospitalizations.”
Successful implementation of the ADA “requires the highest level of state leadership, which
to me it seems you already have,” she said.
Huckshorn described a similar pattern for
youths with the Building Bridges Initiative and
peer inclusion.
Problems arise “if [young people] have issues;
they usually either don’t make it in school, or
they get secluded or restrained in school, or they
end up being put in residential programs.”
If their family is used for support with early
prevention and maintaining community integration, success is more likely, she said. There is not
enough money invested with early detection and
prevention. She also said that psychosis in chil-

dren is neither just social nor just genetic.
Huckshorn shared her belief that peer services
are critical and play a key part in the mental
health system.
She closed saying, “You’re the future of this
state’s mental health system.”
Her address followed Dupre’s overview of the
number of community programs that have
opened since 2012, something he termed “pretty
outstanding.”
He emphasized a need for placing clients “first
in our thinking” and his belief that “we will need
to change our culture” — “to change the way we
do business” — to make the new system work
well.
Dupre noted that $45 million new dollars have
been added to the system since Irene, including
$8 million in expanded community services and
$1 million more in peer services.
“It’s hard to go beyond that” in seeking or expecting more resources, he said, and that leads to
the need to open up to what can be done differently to enhance recovery.
“We’ve come a long way. Old ways are outdated. We’re moving way beyond,” he said.
That means being challenged, however:
“You’ve got to move faster, work faster, and
be a team,” Dupre concluded.
Kitty Gallagher also contributed to this report.
The conference included an array of workshops on more specific topics for building the future of the system. Several of them are described
here in reports by Clarke Haywood.
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“Wellness, Recovery, the Arts, and Mental Health:
‘Don’t Want to Talk, Just Want to Do,’” was a workshop about community-level support for individual
wellness for all ages. Speakers included Mary Moulton, Maria Noyes, Ellia Cohen, Faith King, Dianne
Bouchard, Maria D’Haene, Diane Williams, Heather
Houle, and Nicole Mondejar of Washington County
Mental Health Services.
Bouchard is with Random Rescue, which takes in
dogs across the United States and has schoolchildren
train and bond with them before adoption.
“I just got a phone call from a parent whose principal called going, ‘what did you do to your kid over
the summer because she’s totally different, she’s
happy, she’s got friends,’” Bouchard said, bringing
applause from the audience. While the adoption of a
dog is a “happy-sad moment,” she said, the students
understand the mission “is to get them to a home.”
Vermont Chocolate for Change, is a “life skills
program,” said Mondejar. Adolescents work “in a
safe, supportive environment with staff … who can
support them where their strengths are, recognize
where they might be beyond their comfort zone and
give them the appropriate support.”
Using Belgian chocolate and local vendors and ingredients, students learn both production and an opportunity for purpose.
Cohen presented the new Wellness Collaborative,
which is a part of “holistic balance and recovery,” she

said. This program was just founded this past May.
Participants learn preventive and self-sufficiency
skills in mindfulness activities such as yoga, mindful
walking and gardening.
She said she sees these therapies connect people
in a “fun, skilled way.” Cohen leads a Self-Care group
where they do things such as “singing and sound healing, herbal foot baths and reflexology.”

Soteria-VT

Soteria-VT: Rethinking Psychosis was presented
by Amos Meacham and Laura Nicole Sission of Soteria in Burlington.
The inception of Soteria begins with “humanbased relationships,” Sission said. It was founded in
1971 by Loren Masher on the premise of a community-based psychiatric service.
A Soteria program is focused on welcoming individuals with schizophrenia. Meacham said there was
data that contradicted “what had been the understanding [that] people with schizophrenia have a biological
illness [and] need to be medicated for their whole
life.”
He said that Soteria may be far more effective for
individuals going through an early episode of psychosis and who go there in lieu of hospitalization or
medication.
Sission explained that “the individual has the most
say” in the Soteria approach. Those staying at Soteria
recover in three stages, she said.
During the “major crisis” stage, the individual is
with staff for 12 hours, bonding with them and leading
to a normative relationship with that person in the second stage. Then the “extension” stage begins, where
they are “building within a house beyond a house,”
she said, gradually reintroducing their family and incrementally reintegrating into family life.
Soteria has been envisioned for Vermont since
2011, and is now being developed in the Old North
End in Burlington.
It “will open in 2015, hopefully in January,” said
Meacham, “for individuals with an early episode of
psychosis who have had minimal exposure to medication and/or psychiatric hospitalization.”
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A workshop on the Vermont Veterans Services Jail
Diversion and Trauma Recovery program, at the University of Vermont was led by Sarah DeBouter and
Matthew Reudelhuber
Reudelhuber related his personal experiences and
described how he “put a life back together that had
been shattered” as a veteran who used the opportunity
to seek out community support.
“It’s classic diversion work” when peer navigators
like himself guide veterans through the criminal justice system, using both rapid intervention and community supports.
DeBouter explained that the peer navigator’s role is
to help veterans figure out their “high-risk needs versus
their low-risk needs.” The navigator guides veterans
through the legal system, allowing them to assume responsibility and make progress in their lives.
In the landscape of Vermont’s mental health system, DeBouter said that “in regards to veterans, I believe that we stand out in that we have a
comprehensive referral and connection system with
getting veterans the help they need.”
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Kids on Antipsychotics
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Studies Show Vermont Rates Are Down by Half
But Many Prescribers Not Following Best Practices

MONTPELIER – The rates of prescriptions should not be used long term, Rettew said. Doc- son for prescriptions for children was physical
for high-powered antipsychotic medications have tors should be trying to reduce and end prescrip- aggression or mood instability. Rettew said only
dropped in half among younger children on Med- tions, he said, and more education is needed 27 were for indications approved by the Federal
icaid in Vermont in the past four years, according about when and how to taper antipsychotic med- Drug Administration. (Other uses are legal but
called “off-label” use.)
to new data from the Department of Mental ications
He disagreed, however, with
Health.
Doctor
Disagrees
With
the
View
That
These
the
view of some people that the
Only 15 percent of children,
cause was “bad people trying to
however, are receiving the recomAre ‘Bad People Trying To Sedate Kids’,
sedate kids.”
mended evidence-based therapy
But Says the Drugs Are Often Used As a
The issue is more complicated
for their disorders before being put
on the medications, according to a ‘Shortcut When [Better] Options Are Not Available’ than that, he said. The drugs are
often used as a “shortcut when
review of practices by the ChilAbout half the prescribers in Vermont — other options are not available” at times when
dren’s Psychiatric Clinic at the University of Veramounting to about one third of the prescriptions those might be better options.
mont Medical Center (formerly Fletcher Allen).
“I’m encouraged that the rate has been dropMost children are getting other types of treat- — are not psychiatrists.
He termed the difference in terms of the use ping,” he said, even though it is not clear what
ment along with the drugs, but it is not evidencebased therapy, according to David Rettew, MD, of best practices “significant.” The rate of use of rate would reflect only appropriate uses. He sugbest practices was gested that the reality could be that there was both
who presented the study information.
59 percent for overuse – which is the target of current education
In addition, there is poor communication
psychiatrists and – and underuse, with some children who would
among the different clinicians a child might see,
38 percent for benefit not being prescribed antipsychotic medand not enough knowledge about how to taper
other clinicians. ication.
and stop medication use when appropriate, he
The American Academy of Child and AdolesMost non-psychisaid. Antipsychotics are drugs known under such
atrist prescribers cent Psychiatry guidelines, according to Rettew’s
brand names as Seroquel, Abilify and Risperadol.
were primary care summary, include:
Vermont’s rate had been similar to the national
Careful diagnostic assessment and thorough
doctors, the data
average for children on Medicaid, but since 2007,
discussion
of risks and benefits;
showed. Overall,
the rate has been decreasing.
Prescribing following scientific evidence;
22 percent of preAccording to the data presented by the DepartIf not an FDA approved indication, use other
scribers were child
ment, between 2007 and 2013 the number of chilpsychiatrists, 13 medication and non-medication treatments first;
dren ages three to five on antipsychotics dropped
Avoid in young children;
were adult psyfrom 45 to 16 (from a rate of .33 to .14.) For those
Use
only one;
ages six to 12, the number dropped from 690 to chiatrists, and seven percent were psychiatric
Monitor with weights and labs; and
415 (from a rate of 3.1 to 1.69. For children ages nurse practitioners.
Attempt to discontinue if possible.
In addition, a small number of clinicians pre12 to 17, the drop was not as steep, but still went
Rettew presented two overall conclusions for
scribe a lot of the antipsychotic medications, he
from 737 to 514 (a rate of 4.8 to 3.55.)
Although statistics are not available for chil- said. Five percent of clinicians who prescribe an- Vermont:
“The new survey indicates that at least half the
dren on private insurance, the national estimate tipsychotics to children on Medicaid write 36
Medicaid children who take antipsychotics did
is that they are prescribed such drugs at about half percent of all prescriptions.
Those prescribers should be a priority for ed- not get to that point optimally or are not being
the rate of those on Medicaid. Children in foster
monitored according to recommended guidecare are at a much higher level, but that rate in ucation efforts, he said.
There also needs to be increased access to the lines;” and
Vermont is also dropping, Rettew said.
“Improvements at community mental health
Rates by themselves can’t tell us if this rate re- right kind of therapeutic support. Rettew said the
flects overuse, underuse, or correct prescribing Children’s Clinic is participating in training ther- centers could likely be achieved through Increased metabolic screening and monitoring, betpatterns following the national guidelines re- apists at community mental health agencies.
Between 2011 and 2013 there were three train- ter treatment history information to prescribers,
cently adopted by the American Academy of
ings with 76 attendees from six mental health and more training and supervision among theraChild and Adolescent Psychiatry, he said.
Rettew said that he believes education in the agencies. In 2014, there were further planned pists in evidence-based psychotherapies
Rettew presented his testimony before the leglast several years has made a difference, and that trainings and consultation with Rutland Mental
effort is being continued. He identified a number Health Services and Washington County Mental islature’s Mental Health Oversight Committee,
of factors that still need to be addressed as indi- Health Services with the goal of studying ways which had requested an update on antipsychotic
cated by the results of the review of practices to increase clinician participation in follow-up medication use among Vermont children. AD
conducted through a survey of all those prescrib- consultation.
Rettew said that in particular, therapists need
ing the antipsychotics. The return rate for those
Company Settles in Illegal
to work on behavioral training for parents, teachsurveyed was about 80 percent.
About half of prescribers do not follow best ing them how to work with their children so that Marketing of Drug for ADHD
MONTPELIER — Vermont will collect
practices for the blood monitoring that should they feel less pressure to ask for drug interven$79,878 in restitution and other recoveries as its
occur with the drugs. The monitoring is important tions.
He added that there was little evidence that share of a national $56.5 million civil settlement
medically, but even more so because it signals that
“this is a really big deal” to use such drugs, he said. “unstructured and supportive sessions with a with Shire Pharmaceuticals to resolve allegations
Improving communication among doctors is child alone, especially in the context of a chaotic that the company unlawfully marketed five of its
essential, he said, along with education, because home environment, produce significant improve- drugs for attention deficiet hyperactivity discorder (ADHD.)
the survey showed close to half of the prescribers ment.”
Rettew traced the increase in antipsychotic
The settlement was announced by the Attornow responsible for a medication were not the
person who originally prescribed it. It also drug use to the development of “second genera- ney General’s Office.
According to the lawsuit, the marketing reshowed that prescribers often don’t know what tion” drugs that were “marketed as just as effecexactly has been tried in the past before prescrib- tive” but less risky. It led to the expansion of uses sulted in overpayments by Vermont Medicaid and
for adult diagnoses other than psychoses, and for other government healthcare programs. The
ing an antipsychotic medication.
drugs included Adderall XR, Vyvance, Daytrana,
Furthermore, “people really don’t know how use with children.
The survey showed that the most common rea- Lialda and Pentasa.
to stop” the medication, although it generally
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Mental Illness.

Is Coercion in the
Being Addressed

by Anne Donahue
Ebola.
The virus has been in the news almost
every day recently. There is near panic over
the possibility that an epidemic could break
out in the United States and kill thousands, as
it has in three countries in Africa. There is
disagreement from the medical community
over how much actual risk there is.
But there is another controversy that is part
of the Ebola story, and it has some real relevance to the mental health community.
With Ebola, it’s called “involuntary quarantine.” With mental illness, it’s called “involuntary hospitalization.” Are they
different? Should they be?
For decades, mental health activists have
said that forced treatment of mental illness is
a facet of stigma and discrimination – repression, really – against those diagnosed with a
mental illness.
History tells us that the government has
used the authority to hold people for health
reasons for other conditions, with tuberculosis as the prime example. Further back in history, persons with leprosy were isolated,
sometimes even sent to “leper colonies” on
distant islands.
Now we are seeing this version of parity
emerge in the public eye again – the first in
modern times in which being locked up is applied to a physical illness that may present a
danger to others, in the same way it is applied
to a mental illness.
If persons who might carry the Ebola virus
agree to a voluntary quarantine (staying in an
isolated location and being checked for symptoms), no force is involved.
For those who do not agree, security
guards have been enforcing the quarantine.
The quarantine lasts for the time after exposure that an illness could develop, believed
to be three weeks. If no illness develops, the
person is released from the quarantine. If they
become ill with Ebola, they go into full isolation in a hospital. The only people they see

are health care providers dressed in outfits
that are so protective, they look like space
suits.
In Vermont, the first person who had potential contact with Ebola victims in Africa
and returned home in late October went into
voluntary
quarantine.
But state officials were
clear.
According to the
news site
VTDigger, “The health commissioner has the
authority to hold people in quarantine involuntarily should it deem that necessary for
public safety and health. [Governor Peter]
Shumlin said the state would use that authority if necessary.”
The first protests against forced quarantines are also emerging. A nurse returning
from Africa was held in New Jersey and then
was under threat of involuntary quarantine
when she returned home to Maine. She said
she would fight it if she needed to.
“It’s not constitutionally just,” she said in
a news conference.
Why not? We do it, with constitutional approval, if the effects of a mental illness are
judged to be a threat to others.
But she was not objecting to the theory.
She was objecting to an overreaction to the
Ebola fear, pointing out that medical science
is not supporting a quarantine when a person
has no symptoms.
That lines up with the theory for involuntary hospitalization for a mental illness. Having a mental illness without symptoms that
creates a risk to others (violence in that situation, rather than spread of a virus) is not a
basis for being locked up at a hospital or other

treatment facility. Theory and practice, of
course, do not always match.
Panic over mass shootings has led to calls
for more extensive use of coercion against
those with a mental illness, well beyond the
evidence that it will be of value in protecting

With Ebola, it’s called “involuntary
quarantine.” With mental illness, it’s
called “involuntary hospitalization.”
Are they different? Should they be?
others. This is much the same as the panic
over Ebola when it provokes the use of coercion even when it does nothing of value to
protect others. Persons without symptoms,
according to the evidence, cannot spread anything.
This is when the whole parallel gets stickier – or perhaps clearer. Science can tell us,
not with certainty but with good evidence,
when a virus might spread.
Predicting violent behavior has much less
evidence behind it, and the fear about violence is very clearly tied to the history of discrimination and stigma. (The further question
of whether mental illness is a real illness or
exclusively social repression is a debate beyond the scope of this commentary.)
If we approach forced quarantine of persons exposed to Ebola as an example of parity
with forced hospitalization of persons who
are potentially violent, there are clear questions to be asked.
If science wins, and forced Ebola quarantines are constitutionally limited to scientific
evidence of actual danger to others, will the
same standards be applied to mental illness?
Will locked doors be limited to provable
risks, not just public fear?

Agree? Disagree?

Share Your Point or Counter-Point!
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Name of Public Safety
in the Same Way?
Will the pressures to expand coercion for
persons with a mental illness be restricted by
those constitutional standards?
What about forced medical treatment for
the condition?
We haven’t seen that issue emerge yet with
Ebola. So far, those who actually have the
disease have wanted treatment. What if the
individual is personally opposed to the medical treatments?
Ebola becomes more likely to be contagious as the illness worsens, so refusing treatment increases the risk to others. This is one
of the arguments for forced medication of persons with a mental illness:
refusing treatment with psychiatric
medication increases the risk of
harm (violence) to others.
That raises another question:
would the use of forced treatment be
limited to situations where the person has lost the capacity to make that
decision for themselves – regardless
of the risk that an informed choice creates for
others?
In Vermont, forced treatment with medication is limited to persons who are found to
lack capacity to make a decision. That is not
true in many other states, and it has been
found constitutional to force medication on
persons who do have capacity, if there is sufficient risk to others.
Finally, what about situations that involve
only a danger to the person who has the illness: danger to self? On that issue, there is no
pretext of parity.
There is no other illness for which the belief that a person is a danger to the person’s
own health and safety is a basis for forced
hospitalization or medication. No one is suggesting that the government has a right to

quarantine a person at risk of Ebola to protect
that person from the illness wrosening – from
an illness becoming more life-threatening –
by monitoring symptoms more closely.
Vermont’s laws protect the right to one’s
own medical decisions completely, regardless
of whether those decisions might, or will, result in death, except when the decision relates
to the risk of suicide due to a mental illness.
For example, unless the person lacks decisionmaking capacity, a person can decide to reject
all treatment for life-threatening cancer.
Protecting a person against suicide sounds

the weekend by Fletcher Allen Health Care
during treatment for severe depression. She
had been released: she was not someone who
had been found to lack capacity. She had not
been involuntary hospitalized.
Does it sound heartless to say that she had
the right to buy that gun on an equal footing
as any other citizen? And a right to use it, if
she felt the extent of her pain was no longer
bearable?
Then why is it not considered equally
heartless to allow a competent person to
choose to have a respirator disconnected after
a car accident, when making a
competent decision to choose
against a life with a severe physical disability? Yet we allow
that.
Of course we try to convince
a person, voluntarily, compassionately, to preserve their life!
But the right to choose is considered paramount in one case, and
not the other.
In my own situation, my love of life when
I am well has made me decide that if I become suicidal again, then I consider myself
to have lost capacity to make a choice. But as
someone who is well right now, I have
recorded this in an advance directive. I have
made it my choice to set that threshold. That
does not make it right to force that personal
definition for my own capacity on others.
These are really tough questions. They do,
however, challenge our commitment to equality. Ebola puts this issue of equal rights
squarely before us.
We in the mental health community need
to watch this debate very carefully, because
it has implications for us – for our rights, and
in particular, for the right to be treated in the
same way when the public policy and constitutional issues are the same.

These are really tough questions.
They do, however, challenge our
commitment to equality. Ebola puts
the issue of equal rights squarely
before us.
like an act of compassion. There is the hope
that, after treatment, the person will have the
desire to live restored. There is no difference,
however, in the possibility that successful
treatment of the cancer will restore a person’s
desire to live.
Do we care less about these individuals?
Do we have less compassion for the cancer
patient? Or is it simply that we are more prepared to protect the right to autonomy of persons with cancer than with suicidal
depression – even if, in both cases, the person
is competent to make the decision?
The death of a Vermont woman this past
summer resulted in calls for greater restrictions on access to gun purchases by persons
with a diagnosed mental illness. The woman
bought the gun just after being released for

Send us your opinion:
Send your comments to Counterpoint
1 Scale Ave, Suite 52, Rutland VT 05701 or counterp@tds.net
Include name and hometown.

Anne Donahue is a state legislator, mental health consumer and advocate, and
the editor of Counterpoint. This commentary is a personal opinion, not representing a position of Counterpoint.
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“Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never has and it never will.” Frederick Douglass

Editorial

Progress, But Risks

In a world where the bad is easier to notice than the good,
it is important to recognize the enormous progress within just
the past two years in expanding community programs.
True to the promise of Act 79, Vermont now has crisis
beds in every part of the state, three new intensive residential programs that enable individuals to move from hospitals more quickly, more involuntary hospital transportation
that takes place without shackles, more outpatient services,
and additional supported housing.
The second Soteria House in the country is due to open
this winter, offering a voluntary alternative that supports
those who want to avoid using psychiatric medication.
The flooded-out Vermont State Hospital has been replaced by three Level 1 units in the state (the new Vermont
Psychiatric Care Hospital in Berlin and the specialized
units in Rutland and at the Retreat) and by a secure residence for folks who used to be at VSH because of security
concerns but didn’t need to be in a hospital.
That’s a lot to accomplish in two years, and Governor
Peter Shumlin was right to praise everyone who contributed to reaching the point of the VPCH grand opening
in July. (Unfortunately, he forgot to reference the contributions made by peers in the consumer community.)
But there is a lot yet to do and questions to ask, and
peers and advocates need to monitor key issues:
Money. Several pieces of the original plan remain on
hold for lack of money in the budget. Highest on that list is
making the very successful, peer-run Vermont Support Line
available 24 hours a day. In addition, some of the plans for
outpatient services exist on paper but have no staff because
the positions at community mental health centers are paid
so much less than similar jobs in state agencies.
Coercion. Language in laws passed both in 2012 and
2014 talk about how important it is to create voluntary services and empower individual choices for recovery, but the
reality must be watched closely.
The 2014 law changed the process for court orders for
medication for a person who does not want it but is not
competent to refuse. It is intended to allow a faster process
for situations when the orders would have happened eventually, regardless. If the result is that more people are forced
onto drugs when, with time, alternatives might have
worked, the law will be a failure.
The Department of Mental Health will carry responsibility to ensure the proper use of this expanded power of
hospitals to pursue drugging orders. Its failures last year to
establish protective rules for emergency medication and
to oversee patient safety at the Retreat give cause for concern.
In addition, other expansions of coercion are under discussion. This summer, the Commissioner said there might
be a need for more secure residential beds in the system,
with higher levels of security and the ability to use restraint
and seclusion. Such programs could increase the number
of individuals being held for treatment behind locked
doors. It isn’t really a community program at all if high
fences cut residents off from the community.
There are also concerns being voiced about orders of
non-hospitalization and the difficulty of enforcing them.
These orders can include medication requirements. If
changes are proposed to this law, it has the potential to create huge steps backward in the work against coercion.
It will take involvement and active voices from the peer
and advocacy communities to protect autonomy and selfempowerment. Only then will we be able to look back upon
this time period and celebrate the progress towards true parity with the rest of health care — both equality in the right
to receive services that are needed, and equality in the right
to turn down services that are not wanted.

(Called an Order of Non-Hospitalization in Vermont)

COMMENTARY

We Need Unconditional Love
by MARLA SIMPSON

Unconditional love, kindness, and respect are essential to the healing process. So many
people feel alone, isolated, depressed, anxious. Some are in great physical or emotional
pain. A major study concluded that it does not matter which method or model or therapy
is being used, but it is the quality of the relationship that matters. It is vital that when there
are disconnects in a relationship, the door be left open for a reconnect.
Of course, if a situation or person is dangerous or unsafe it becomes vital to detach, either in love or in anger.
But this article is primarily focusing on positive relationships. When there is safety,
trust, respect, kindness, and compassion (all tenets of “Positive Psychology”), then true
healing can evolve and grow.
For me it is critical to remain clean and sober. It is also vital to have a few close personal
friendships as well as trust with my co-workers and the professionals I see as a client.
When people feel safe and cared for the possibilities for emotional, psychological, physical,
and spiritual growth are enormous.
When people are grieving, recovering from psychic or physical pain or trauma, if they
go through the emotion, rather than numbing it, or reacting badly to it, recovery and wellness do a dance of kindness. My experience has been that most people just want to feel
validated. There is a saying that runs through my mind often, “Be kind, for everyone is
fighting a battle you know nothing about.” (Voltaire)
So, when it comes to self-esteem, give yourself love and forgiveness. Nobody is perfect.
Most people are doing the best they can. In my life it is my goal to love and be loved
deeply. I practice gratitude, kindness, meditation, and prayer. Exercise is something I need
more of in my life.
So, take it easy on yourself and others. Understand that healing is a process, not an end.
We are all on this journey, and we have more in common than you might realize.
Peace, Love, and Healing Wishes to all.
Marla Simpson, M.A., is from Randolph.

Is Humanity Humane?
by ELEANOR NEWTON

We humans have set the bar pretty high and even claim we’ve already attained the goal:
Are we really “humane”?
Some of us are, true. But when we follow the news or study history or anthropology,
including the evidence of archeologists, that raises a lot of questions. That is, serious
doubts.
There is at least a germ of truth in our claim of compassion, for example, as a human
trait. There is some real evidence of that to be found in the teachings of our main religions,
especially the Abrahamic religions: Jadaism, Christianity and Islam, and in Buddhism (to
mention only those I know about.) And we can point to such evidence as the United Nations, the Nobel Peace Prize, the Declaration of Human Rights and the humane societies
that protect animals.
So we can argue that at least we are still trying. We’re keeping the bar high and many
of us are appalled at our failure to live up to, or at least closer to, our ideals. Can we?
Probably not. But a commitment to loving one’s neighbor as oneself – that can take us
a long way in the right direction.
Eleanor Newton is from Burlington.
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More Distress Responsibility Leads to Hope
From Medicare
Administration

To the Editor:
Would you believe the federal government is
at it again? This time it’s soaking me for a high
Medicare premium to the tune of a hundred bucks
a month. Now this tune shouldn’t even get air
play.
Needless to say, that’s a killer for someone
who makes under a thousand bucks a month. Just
because I hadn’t reapplied for the Medicare savings plan, its expedient administrative posturing
has curtailed what I can do for at least months.
Yes, it takes months in my case to process a
Medicare savings plan application.
Let’s take a ride on the morally inept, b. s., express. Tickets at the gate. I might add, or figuratively subtract, that the trip will be collecting
poisonous fumes, therefore foreshadowing loss
of those happenings in life that constitute the pursuit of happiness.
I am not a lover of being critical of the government. It does some amazingly good things,
like having HUD housing in existence. That’s a
shining example of a truly good government entity.
Social security as well: I’m very thankful for
that, to the chagrin of those who run the House.
Much thanks to Franklin Delano.
However, there are details within the government that need at least a tweak in hopes that it remains in motion and we don’t need a motion
detector to decipher its occasional errors and/or
quirks. Though I usually like quirks, not where
my livelihood is at stake.
So can the Economic Services Division reduce
the wait time for your money to come back to
you? In other words, can they process the
Medicare savings plan application more swiftly
before falling through the cracks into where
morality isn’t the top priority, and most, if not all,
of one’s sense of dignity does not reappear for
months?
We need to feed these questions to our purses
and piggy banks.

To the Editor:
Having spent time in both the prison system
and the former Vermont State Hospital, I can tell
your readers that placement in an outpatient center is a better option.
Prisoners and mental health patients usually
enter their institution in a crisis state. Once stabilized, whether it is through therapy and/or medication, those establishments serve little purpose
but warehousing people.
Outpatient centers give a person a sense of responsibility and purpose. Things like what food
to have for a meal, travelling to the post office to
send mail, or simply planning what to do each
day yield freedom and a degree of excitement
that warehousing does not. Individuals are treated

more like people than like numbers or societal
problems.
Our country seems to think that punishment
yields better people in the long run. Sentencing
someone to do time in an institution leads to boredom, frustration, and sometimes more bad behavior. Giving a person more responsibility leads to
hope for a better future.
Society needs to look at things from a more
humane point of view if we expect locked-up individuals to change. Change is not always easy
and it may take some time to accomplish, but
warehousing is not the best alternative. We can
do better and our population deserves better.
MARK A. SAILOR
Newark

An Intimate View of America’s Health Care Crisis

To the Editor:
Three days ago, I decided to have an ingrown
toenail sheared back, as I was in overwhelming
pain. But when I was told I would have to wait
for nearly a whole month, I had no choice but to
spend three hours in the emergency room of my
local hospital.
I discovered that it was a forever lasting ordeal, and I felt as though I was being ignored.
After the first hour, I was going to leave without
treatment and formal discharge. I had contemplated suicide by going to local Lake Paran and
walking out until I drowned. I cannot swim.

But I kept myself in the ER and I persevered.
The receptionist, whom I called, was totally insensitive to my situation.
The hard truth is that health care professionals
have become case-hardened. The onslaught of
patients has deprived many health care professionals of empathy needed to understand people’s
pain. They do not understand what pain and suffering are like. In the ER, there was only one
physician for eight patients.
The actual procedure took only 20 minutes.
RICHARD A. WILLIAMS
Bennington

Adult Program Committee Needs New Members

To the Editor:
The Vermont Adult Program Standing Committee needs new members, please!
We are seeking two professionals, two family
members and one person with lived mental health
experience. The committee meets the second
Monday of every month at 26 Terrace Street (The
Department of Mental Health) in Montpelier.
This is a very innovative, cutting edge, exciting and intelligent committee!
The Commissioner of Mental Health gives us
the latest mental health news for Vermont at each
meeting.

Getting Tangled Up by a System
That Can’t Seem To Get It Right?

Share It
Here!

That’s What the Letters
Pages Are For!
Send comments to: Counterpoint, 1 Scale Ave., Suite 52, Rutland, VT 05701, or to
counterp@tds.net. Names may be withheld on request, but must be included in letter. Letters do
not represent the opinion of the publisher, and may be edited for length or content.

We also hear from other experts, and make
recommendations to the commissioner about designation of adult mental health programs at community mental health centers across the state. Our
committee reimburses for mileage.
Would you like to be a part of a very smart,
pro-active committee and see real changes?
Please apply!
The committee especially is seeking members
from the Northeast Kingdom and Addison, Lamoille and Washington Counties.
We recommend that you attend two meetings
to learn about what the committee does. The ultimate appointment to the Standing Committee is
made by the Governor of Vermont.
Once again, if you have time on the second
Monday of each month, from noon to 3, we encourage you to apply. As a member of the committee I can honestly say it's very rewarding and
quite an honor to be on the committee.
Won't you please join us?
Interested prospective members may contact
Melinda Murtaugh at DMH (melinda.murtaugh@state.vt.us) or committee member Clare
Munat at claremunat@msn.com.
MARLA SIMPSON, M.A.
Member of the Committee

Robot Hugs Credited

In the fall issue of Counterpoint, a cartoon was
reproduced titled, “If depression was treated like
other illnesses...” The cartoon was obtained online, and Counterpoint was unable to determine
its orgin. Since then, the origin has been identified as the internet site www.robot-hugs.com,
©2009-2014 Robot Hugs. Counterpoint regrets
the unintended breach of copyright.
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Commentaries and Reflections
The Metaphysical Journey of an Egoic Mind

“Psychic distress cannot be willed away... What must be done is an exploration of the unconscious world.”
by MATTI SALMINEN
Just over 12 years ago I set out on a metaphysical journey. I was 22 and had had one too many
bumps and bruises in life.
Many times I had tried my hand at laboring
and failed; I’d been fired from too many jobs to
keep track of. All I felt I had going for me was a
willingness to despair. In this position, my ego
was eclipsed by a visionary world — a portal to
a future more lucid self.
Leading into the years of my metaphysical
journey I was reckless, and uninhibited. I was a
criminal. I joined my first gang at the age of fourteen. We didn’t do much harm to anyone — our
only offenses were stealing and vandalism.
Each day after school we’d get together at a
friend’s house and smoke. Sometimes we’d use
marijuana, and the friend’s older brother would
talk about using hard drugs in our presence.
Mostly we were just mischievous, rebellious, and
insolent adolescents.
What must be said is that these early years of
rebellion were important to the metaphysical
journey I would take years later.
Criminality is an act of defiance. Defiance in
all its forms is a willful dismantling of deeply instilled societal values which only corrupt the
soul. It is thus, in some instances, that criminality
can be a means to higher spirituality, and to
deeper cohesion of character.
Breakdown of the superimposed — egoic —
nature of our conscious mind is symbolic of spiritual emancipation.
To set off on my metaphysical journey at 22,
I decided to abstain from sexual intercourse and

to seclude myself from the outside world. I lost
touch. And I began to sublimate my distress into
a dream state that could be called psychosis. Fear
emerged in this dream state, just as much as oppression is rampant in society.
Life ceased. I was lost in a dispassionate regard for my own well-being; I began thinking I
could only hope to spend the rest of my life in
jail.
After getting myself incarcerated at 26, I
found myself indoctrinated into the mental health
system. I received a diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia, which over time became the basis of
four psychiatric hospitalizations.
Some of these hospitalizations were voluntary; the psychic distress I was under was too
much to bear. In one of these instances, the hospital served as an alternative to jail.
Shortly after receiving a diagnosis of schizophrenia, I attempted suicide by cutting my wrist.
Soon, I found myself in a group home where I
found respite. Life began to re-emerge; to become something I wanted to hold onto.
I spent two and a half years in that group
home; there, I evaluated my understanding of my
own existence.
Much of my time was spent on a bicycle that
I used to tour the rural roads of the area. My psychiatrist told me that exercise was really good for
my mental health. With that in mind, I began
doing bike rides of 100 miles in single days, although I was a cigarette smoker.
I also worked at a local hardware store and
held that job until I moved out of town. That
amounted to more than two years of continuous

employment. This is one of my proudest accomplishments.
Psychic distress cannot be willed away, however. What must be done is an exploration of the
unconscious world. After leaving the group
home, I regressed. Eventually, I succumbed to
madness — to a dark night of the soul.
I don’t want for this to be seen as a negative
thing, or as a failure of the mental health system.
For a long time I wanted that exactly, and I
worked hard to make sure others knew of how
bad mental health care was.
Our mental health system is obsessively corrupt, and completely prohibitive of alternative
forms of perception. It is nothing more than an
isolation of social unrest — oppression that is
way too costly to taxpayers.
But it is no one’s fault that my metaphysical
journey did not go through without total destruction to my ego. Nature, at times, can exact a cost
that is very great.
Madness need not be fixed. Rather, it should
be a journey guided so as to not be more traumatic than is necessary.
Twelve years after I first set out on my journey
through inner-space, I’ve found joy in this world.
I’ve found work in the fight against homelessness. All I ever needed was some time, some
guidance, and a healthy dose of persistence.
Venturing out on this journey through madness was as if weeding a garden. I had to get rid
of the psychic entanglements which were entrapping my mind to leave room for the growth which
would eventually free my soul.
Matti Salminen is from Brattleboro.

Full Humanity as a Human Family

by SARAH KNUTSON

What is Human Rights Recovery?
Human Rights Recovery is about recovering
our full humanity. We use human rights as a
frame of reference for deepening our connection
as a human family.
To this end, Human Rights Recovery takes a
deep and thoughtful look at human experiences
that many people find difficult, confusing or troubling. This includes phenomena that are currently
labeled “mental illness” — things like mental distress, intensity, alternate realities, unique ideas or
beliefs, loss of memory or awareness, and private
images, visions, voices, and tastes, smells or
touch that others don’t seem to experience.
Together, we ask:
1. How might such experiences make sense in
terms of the physical, material, social or moral
human rights deprivations a person has endured?
2. How can these deprivations be repaired?
3. How might “illness” and “symptoms”
change once access to human rights is restored or
made secure?
We apply the same basic human rights inquiry
to difficult or confusing things that human beings
sometimes do. This includes behaviors that are
commonly labelled “addictive,” “self-harming,”
“unhealthy” or “anti-social” — including substance use and actions that are currently seen as
“criminal” such as violence, trafficking and theft.
Human Rights Recovery thus seeks to place

important social concerns in a larger context of
human experience. It provides a straightforward,
reasoned, ecumenical framework to understand
much of what is happening.
It also offers a way to orient ourselves, reflect
deeply, and mine the information value of human
difference. More and more, we are able to notice
and appreciate human nature’s innumerable
“gems in the rough” for the precious local and national treasures they are.
What are Human Rights?
“Human rights,” essentially, are socially
agreed upon “human needs.” People worldwide
have agreed that certain things are so important
that human beings can’t, don’t and won’t usually
function well without them. We call these things
“human rights.”
Human rights include things as basic as access
to clean water, breathable air, shelter, food, clothing, physical safety, healthcare, the means to
make a living and support a family.
Human rights also acknowledge that human
existence is more than material things — that
people need to belong, form relationships, feel a
part of things, be free to explore, learn, develop
and express their ideas, convictions, creativity
and human potential.
What do human rights have to do with “recovery”?
Almost everything! Human beings everywhere do best — physically, mentally, socially,
spiritually — when we can count on certain basic

needs being met. That’s why the human community has decided to recognize them as “human
rights.” No one does well without them.
When human rights are denied or overlooked,
it’s bad for everyone. People don’t have what
they need to live well — or sometimes at all. This
triggers concern and anxiety in most of us. If not
addressed, it can grow into full-blown mental
distress and sometimes extreme states that result
in total disconnection from ourselves, others and
the communities we live in.
When that happens, we definitely need to
work on recovery — but not from an illness or
personal short-coming. We need to recover our
human rights!
But, it can’t all be human rights, right...?
Isn’t mental illness a brain disease? What
about addiction, violence and criminal behavior?
Aren’t some people just irresponsible, anti-social
or seriously ill?
Well, we don’t really know. The problem is
that we haven’t been assessing for human rights
— ours or other people’s. The possible impact of
human rights has been almost entirely overlooked. As a result, we don’t really know how
many of the social issues that we struggle with
today are due to human rights issues and concerns. We need to find this out.
Sarah Knutson is a member of the Board of
Directors of Vermont Psychiatric Survivors. She
can be reached at skknut@ gmail.com.
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Project’s Aim Is ‘Zero Suicide’

MONTPELIER – Send a postcard, just to
make contact and let someone know you are
thinking of them.
That simple act by a hospital can save lives.
There is data that proves it.
It is just one example of the kind of practices
that the Zero Suicide campaign is promoting to
reduce deaths among individuals who are involved with health care providers. The Co-Chair
of the initiative, Mike Hogan, Ph.D., came to Vermont this past summer to encourage the state to
adopt its new framework for preventing suicide.
“There really are new tools,” he said. “They
will save lives.” In places where there has been
such a focused effort, deaths among people who
are receiving health care have decreased by as
much as 70 percent.
The Zero Suicide presentation was sponsored
by Vermont’s Suicide Prevention Center, headed
by JoEllen Tarallo-Falk.
The most fundamental concept of the Zero Suicide campaign is that “if people come to see us,
we should keep them alive,” Hogan explained.
Half the people who die by suicide saw a primary care physician and a third saw a mental
health professional in the month before they died,
he said. Vermont’s numbers are similar. Data
shows that 23 to 25 percent of those who die by
suicide saw someone at a designated mental
health agency in the prior year, most often either
in outpatient or crisis services. That percentage
does not include the additional persons who received care from a private provider.
“People in our care are dying,” and it is those
individuals who should be the primary target for
suicide prevention efforts, Hogan said, because
the health care system is already in contact with
them “and we’ve got the tools to help them.”
He drew a parallel to the patient safety goal in
the Institute of Medicine reforms that address
medical errors: mental health care needs to become “suicide-safe.”

Legislator Recognized
For His Leadership
In Gay Community

BRATTLEBORO — The Brattleboro Retreat
presented its 2014 Anna Marsh Award to State
Representative Bill Lippert of Hinesburg at the
Boston Gay Men’s Chorus event in November.
Lippert has served in the legislature since
1994. Throughout his career in the mental health
and substance field, Lippert combined his activism for the LGBT community with his professional pursuits, the Retreat’s press announcement
said. While executive director of the Counseling
Service of Addison County, Lippert also served
on the founding board of Outright Vermont, a
statewide LGBTQ youth-serving organization.
In 2000, as the only openly gay member of the
House, Lippert was instrumental in the creation
of civil unions, the nation’s first legal recognition
of same-sex couples, the press release said. Lippert will be the sixth honoree to receive the award
in recognition for advocacy on behalf of those
with mental illness and addiction.
“We are so pleased to recognize Bill both for
his professional career in the mental health field,
as well as for his civil rights advocacy,” said Bette
Abrams, Chair of the Retreat’s Board of Trustees.
“He has devoted his life to making our state a more
inclusive, equitable place and we are delighted to
recognize him for this important work.”

The standard approach of identifying risk factors isn’t actually helpful, Hogan said. The highest risk factor is depression combined with a prior
attempt, but only five percent of persons with that
profile die by suicide.
Instead, he said, considering that only five percent of the state’s population receives care in the
public mental health system, yet those individuals
account for almost 25 percent of the deaths, “let’s
start there” in learning the approaches that work.
“If you’ve got a population you can reach…
go there,” Hogan said. That means starting with
that system and then addressing primary care and
emergency rooms. “If the people are at risk and
there’s something we can do, then we’re remiss”
in not doing it, he said.
“We get defeated in mental health” by the attitude that “we have to do everything” instead of
aiming for “where we know there’s risk and we
know we have answers,” Hogan said.
What is it that did not happen in most cases of
suicide? Hogan questioned. “We didn’t ask,” he said.
“Ask,” and “stay in touch” – and that’s half of
the entire program that has been proven effective
in dramatically reducing suicide. The other half
is the right kind of care to address the specific
feelings of suicidality.
Hogan pointed out that providers do sometimes ask if a client is feeling suicidal, but not
necessarily in a way that will get an accurate response. “People may have learned if they say
those words, there may be police cars taking them
where they don’t want to go.”
After assessing for suicidality, the most common response is to send a person to the hospital,
which can damage the relationship with a client
and not actually provide the right kind of help.
Instead, Hogan stressed three key elements:
establishing a plan for safety, treating the suicidality, and “continuity of caring.”
The plan for safety is about specific steps to
ensure that there is no access to lethal means and
clear communication with family and friends.
Twenty percent of those who die by suicide
move from making a decision to taking the actions that killed them within five minutes. Thus
removing access to an easy means of suicide is
essential, he said.
Treating suicidality requires seeing it as a cooccurring condition, but not the same as the underlying depression or other mental illness being
treated.
There is demonstrated success through use of
such modalities as suicide-informed cognitivebehavioral therapy, DBT, or CAMS (Collaborative Assessment and Management of Suicidality.)
Continuity of caring means the follow-up contact after an emergency room or inpatient en-
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counter, rather than what Hogan called a “refer
and hope” approach.
“Do we reach out and touch them” after the
immediate crisis is resolved? he asked. “Call
them once” and it makes a proven difference,
Hogan said. “We ought to be able to do that.”
The key attributes in the Zero Suicide initiative include both systems and culture change,
such as “changing the public conversation around
suicide.”
The current attitude is that “if they’re going to
commit suicide, they’re going to.” The real question should be, “how many deaths are acceptable”
when they can be prevented?
There also needs to be a culture in which it is
“a part of everyone’s job” to prevent suicide.
Hogan gave examples of several initiatives
that achieved radical decreases in suicide deaths.
One was the Henry Ford Health System in Detroit, which achieved a 75 percent reduction in
deaths among its members when it created a system that addressed those receiving care. It is an
“integrated managed care provider and insurer.”
A consumer advisory panel was a part of
Ford’s “Perfect Depression Care Initiative.
Hogan said that it was crucial to include “people with lived experience from day one” – both
attempt survivors and loss survivors — in establishing a Zero Suicide program.
Hogan said that the real goal needed to be “inclusive, holistic primary care.” That helps to ensure immediate access to mental health care from
primary care, such as in the Veterans Administration system, where mental health is “100 percent
baked-in to their approach” to health care.
“We need whole-person primary care,” he
said, with mental health care on site. The mental
health system itself “is not the problem or the solution”; the problem is “the people who can’t get
in. “Primary care is going to have to step up.”
In the meantime, however, “the mental health
system can get very good at this very quickly,”
making it the logical place to start a Zero Suicide
program.
Tarallo-Falk introduced Hogan with comments about the need to change attitudes.
Society needs to stop acting as though “the
brain is some magical thing that we can control
better than the rest of our body” rather than recognizing that “we’re all one big piece of stuff” –
mind and body.
When she had a problem with her back, “I had
no problem telling people ‘my back really
hurts,’… but when you have a problem in your
head… you just don’t talk about it.”
It is time to “bring suicide out of the outskirts,” Tarallo-Falk said, “and into the mainstream” of health care.

Suicide Attempt Survivors Group
Offers Insights To Save Others’ Lives
The National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention has published a white paper written by the
Suicide Attempt Survivors Task Force called “The
Way Forward: Pathways to hope, recovery, and
wellness with insights from lived experience.”
It covers recommendations based on evidence-based practices for ways to reduce suicide
attempts and deaths.
“The Way Forward,” according to the group’s
co-leaders, “is an opportunity to benefit from the
lived experience of suicide attempt survivors.
Many of its recommendations are derived from

evidence-based practices, and several are aspirational.
“All are grounded in the evidence of recovery
and resiliency that is clear in the lives of our Task
Force members. Viewing suicide prevention
through the lens of the eight core values presented in ‘The Way Forward’ can help us enhance
safety while also bringing hope and meaning to
those in suicidal despair.”
The document is available for free download
at actionallianceforsuicideprevention.org/taskforce/suicide-attempt-survivors.
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End Game
Someone’s knocking
A door, a tree
A phrase (of words)
A phase (of time)
Walk steady, my boy
The waves are crashing
On the rocks, on the hills
It’s as simple as that
Easy as a wind-swept moon
What’s that? Word play?
Nonsense...
The wind sweeps me by,
Or passes me by,
Everything does.
You would too, if you
Knew me.
The air smells of salt,
And they keep bangin’
(in my head)
Dreaming on wishes
Wishing on dreams
A thought comes to mind,
‘They never loved me’
No, I don’t feel sorry
as I’m rummaging around this room
in dark closets
with negative thoughts
and bad manners to boot.
It’s closing time
at the OK corral
They sat fat and content
Cheshire cats. They smile
Dancing in fields,
forgotten by the masses,
I dry my eyes
Swallow watermelon seeds
It’s good for digestion.
I have feet like fins
and swim alone
in places where the music never plays
hiding in corners,
under tables
running in circles. Enough
Time to play the game
Where the winner loses
and the loser wins
And I won’t come back
Not even if asked
On bended knee
by OCEAN CHANCE

Poetry
Attitudinal Fluff?
There are those of us that sully the untruth
all that is fractional, untrue yet substantive
the base of delusion, fragments earthy or lofty
get uncovered, gone bad when some of us judge.
Ah yes, judgment rendered too harshly
when a little incoherence, pickly mutterings, are not run.
The waxed, waxing skulls that envelope the free
what route you take, way you make, not wrong
a scabbard full of fate looks to fiction to balance one
falsifications are hard work too, knees gritty and grass-stained.
The arbitrary jitters, more labels like pathetic phallacy
jealous puppets of garbology that wobble in “truth.”
What mode do you find viable for my writings?
i can write bluntly, realm of truth nods, within concreteness
i am not fooling myself, i just prefer poetry’s brush strokes
i will serve nugatorial granaries stuffed with flame’s alchemy.
Planes of wind chime alternately yet first
i glumly climb back into incisor’s hatch
you won’t compromise o pilgrim to which this is aimed
so ‘tis high time to crackle in the campfire, a fibber’s nuance.
by GEOFFREY L. McLAM
St. Albans
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Total Prizes of $250!
The Louise Wahl Memorial Writing Contest is named for a former Vermont activist and encourages creative writing by psychiatric survivors, mental health consumers and peers, and
their families.
Only one entry per category; 3,000 word maximum. Repeat entrants limited to two First
Place awards.
Send submissions to: Counterpoint, Louise Wahl Writing Contest, 1 Scale Ave, Suite 52,
Rutland, VT 05701 or to counterp@tds.net. Iinclude name and address.

Deadline: March 31, 2015
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Profile and Poetry

Making Connections through the Arts
Reprinted with Permission from the VSA Vermont Newsletter.

What do artists do? They naturally seek out connections. Their souls yearn to find the thousands of complementary threads that exist between people, ideas,
and objects — linking the fibers into a single garment.
In this VSA Vermont newsletter, we focus on individuals who strive to make our big impersonal world into
more of a community. Acting compassionately is instinctual to them, for each has felt like an outsider.
As artists, they have discovered two important lessons: that everything is interrelated and that the quality of our lives and work is based on the quality and
quantity of our connections.

Melinda White-Bronson: Teaching-Artist
Connecting to Creativity

As a VSA Vermont teaching-artist and sculptor,
Melinda White-Bronson understands the importance of
connecting to her creative and nurturing instincts. As
the child of a doctor father and nurse mother, she was
often involved in their work.
When her dad oversaw a polio ward in a Chicago
hospital, she often visited with his patients. She remembers that one patient in an iron lung loved to
paint. The patient could hold a brush, but she was too
weak to move her arm from paint pallet to canvas; the
staff jerry-rigged a sling to an IV pole to assist with her

Fixating
As you attempt to think
It comes to your attention your brain is out of sync
All you are able to do is fixate
And doing so is about to determine your fate
Becoming obsessed
Can make you awfully depressed
You become infatuated
to the level it makes you feel degraded
It’s as if you sold your brain
But there was nothing in it for you to gain
All you are able to do is think about one thing
As your ears creatively ring
Your thoughts are all over and extremely scattered
And nothing can fix it until you get over what mattered
You must acknowledge and try to control
Or you’re only digging yourself a big hole
The thoughts you experience cause so much harm
Like someone is continuously twisting your arm
Things are so out of context
As you wonder what will happen next
You put in the effort to take a cue
And focus your mind on something new
At this point you have fell
And are not doing well
Consider yourself warned
Your brain has been swarmed
by NIKITA LAFERRIERE
Lyndonville

artwork. The patient made a fabulous portrait of her and her sister.
The concept of “creative adaptation” — making things and ideas
work for people of all abilities levels — was planted in Melinda
early on and would never be far from her artwork or her teaching.
When Melinda was 12 years old, her family moved to Kampala,
Uganda. It was in Africa that Melinda experienced being “the
other.” She was exposed to a rich mix of
cultural influences; to dignity, beauty,
and love without material wealth; and
to an eagerness for knowledge.
Melinda finished high school in the
U.S., choosing a nursing major at the
University of Pennsylvania. Halfway
through her undergraduate degree,
Melinda married and moved to St. Louis
with her husband, finishing her degree
in Missouri. For electives, Melinda took
studio art classes.
By her senior year, she recognized
that she was a fish out of water, more
Melinda White-Bronson
interested in art than in nursing. She
promised herself time to make art if she just finished her nursing
degree. She got exactly nine months of art-making (and two more
moves) before her first son was born.
Motherhood was bliss; postpartum depression was a nightmare
after both child one and child two. Melinda, with the help of a
counselor, realized that getting back to art might be just the ticket.
Not only was it therapeutic, but it also changed the direction of
her life. When the family moved to a sheep farm in Vermont, she
slowly pursued degrees in studio art and art therapy. As Melinda
says, “I have always been both a creator and a nurturer. I enjoy
the diversity of my life roles: homemaker, parent, farmer, artist,
art student, teacher.”
Melinda has held art workshops for all ages and in a variety of
settings, from recreational facilities to schools to churches. In
Morrisville, at the Out and About Center, a program for older
adults with disabilities, Melinda was the artist-in-residence. It was
there that she first met Judy Chalmer, who was teaching a writing
class. When Judy became Executive Director of VSA Vermont, she
contacted Melinda to see if she might be interested in becoming a
VSA VT teaching-artist. Melinda has taught in almost every VSA
VT arts education program that we offer.
How does Melinda make her art classes work for so many different age groups and ability levels?
She connects her classes to themes; age-appropriate art pedagogy lends her the structure. For example, in a themed course on
“painting your way to a tropical vacation,” Melinda brought in educational information about places, composition, brush techniques, color, etc. She intuitively understands that information
must be presented in many ways, giving students multiple methods for interacting with materials and demonstrating what they
have learned.
For a number of years, Melinda has been a teaching-artist at
the Integrated Arts Academy (I.A.A.) and was pivotal in the initial
stages of our Universal Design for Learning (U.D.L.) collaborative
project with arts organizations, teaching-artists in training, and
I.A.A. staff. In fact, she presented on Arts Integration and U.D.L.
at the first VSA Intersections Conference on arts and special education in Washington, D.C. in August of 2013.
Melinda believes that “VSA is the joy way, helping people of all
abilities experience their humanity and express themselves.” She’d
love you to get involved in VSA VT’s creative joy; it’ll nurture your
soul.

VSA is the state organization on arts and disability. It is an arts
and education organization using the arts to engage the capabilities
of children and adults with disabilities. Learn more at
www.vsavt.org.
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Music and Poetry

Sled Dog
I’m an ol’ sled dog
My fur’s been frosty many a morn
Since I was born.
I’ve traveled many a trail,
Pullin’ a heavy sled
Draggin’ my tail.
From sunrise to sunset
I wander the endless snows
In the cold, gettin’ my paws wet
An’ ice on my nose.
The fierce cold night’s comin’,
My ol’ heart’s a-drummin’
An’ I long for night’s sleep.
MUSIC FOR A CAUSE — The second annual Spreading Light Music Festival was celebrated in
Burlington this fall to raise awareness about suicide and to promote alternatives, and featured the Adam
Ezra Group from Boston. Top photo is Corinna Smith on the fiddle and at right, Josh Gold on the keyboard. Lower photos are of Connie Veal (left) and Mary Ellen Mendl of the 2-1-1 service line and (right
photo) Edward Burke of Burlington with information on The Wellness Co-op.
(Counterpoint Photos: Donna Iverson)

An’ now the sled stops,

Haikus

An’ we snuggle in snow

Haiku to Heaven
Heaven Open Wide
Rainbow Rides To Paradise
Wings Whisper Flutter

Haiku of Love
Pieces Of A Heart Broken
Fallen To The Floor
Love Will Come Again
by Laura Lee Saorsa Smith, Cabot

No mo’ mushin’ awhile,
My master unhitches
Each weary dog-child,
In balls o’ warm hair
To keep our souls warm
An’ dream o’ bright days
o’ summers so fair,
An’ puppy love lost
In cruel life’s despair.
by PATRICK W. BRADLEY, Jr.
St. Albans
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Arts
On the Shoulder
So far my life
has never been held up
as model or map
by anyone seeking to give
guidance
to the young and supposedly
impressionable. I’m not surprised
or sad that that’s how
things stand. No one knows
what the road said
to me to make it the road
not taken.
And if neither road
will speak to you
into the one good ear you have
to work with, to offer, take
my advice. Don’t
ask the horses to follow their
noses, or Jesus
to take the reins away from you.
Lie down in the snow
and imagine yourself a bear
in understandable
hibernation,
‘til the spring taps you
on the shoulder.
by DENNIS RIVARD
White River Junction

Share Your Art!
Express Yourself in Drawing,
Photography, Prose and Poetry...

Counterpoint
Is About Peers
Sharing
With Peers
Email to counterp@tds.net or mail to

Counterpoint, 1 Scale Ave., Suite 52, Rutland, VT 05701

P le a s e i n c l u de n a m e a n d t ow n
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Poetry

If Only We Believe
for my beloved granddaughter

When I’m alone
with only grief
and suffering in my sorrow,
I pray that Jesus will hear my voice
and help me through tomorrow -Silently, I ask Him why
Someone took my Katie’s life
and the world she made for me -In those darkest and lonely moments,
I pray He’ll hear my plea -Those hours when my heart is weeping
and feeling bitter strife
I think of Jesus dying
for our eternal life -It is so hard to understand
but if “only we believe”
I know because upon the Cross
He, too, wept silently -When I think of all His passion
and his never ending grace
I know I’ll see my Katie again
and look into her smiling and radiant face.
by NATALIE RALLIS

Judge Not, Lest Ye Also Be Judged
It’s really not us against them
It’s us and them, together in the same cooking pot,
just being stirred by different spoons
Everyone has their own recipe for how they want the pudding
to turn out, but,
there has been no recipe formulated that serves to satisfy the
tastes and needs
of all who would partake of it.
by JOY DEMERS
Burlington
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DISABILITY RIGHTS VERMONT
ANNOUNCES FY 2015 PRIORITIES

Disability Rights Vermont (DRVT) is a private non‐profit agency dedicated to defending and advancing the rights of people with
mental health and disability issues. We are empowered (and funded!) by the federal government to investigate abuse, neglect
and serious rights violations. Our fourteen member staff teams with the six member staff of the Disability Law Project of Vermont
Legal Aid (DLP) to create the cross‐disability legal protection and advocacy system for Vermont.
This past year DRVT and the DLP were busy defending the rights of people with disabilities both in individual case work
and in systemic change. Of course we can’t list everything here that we have done this year but following are a few of our impor‐
tant activities.
" DRVT has engaged in the efforts to create a more robust community‐based system to provide support and services to
people experiencing mental health crises or needs in order to avoid involuntary treatment, incarceration or other major life dis‐
ruptions. DRVT staff continues to monitor the situation and provide advocacy services to people placed in the designated psy‐
chiatric units around Vermont. Within all this work, DRVT continues to advocate for the reduction and eventual elimination of
the use of restraint and seclusion against individuals with mental health issues.
" DRVT staff has also assisted in providing emergency preparedness planning and disaster services to people with disa‐
bilities. DRVT worked with the Vermont Red Cross and FEMA to provide functional accessibility surveys for all major shelters in
Vermont and to provide disability etiquette training to Red Cross volunteers throughout Vermont.
" DRVT and Vermont Legal Aid continue to monitor the settlement of the lawsuit brought against the State of Vermont
regarding the backlog in investigations by the State’s Adult Protection Services (APS) program. As part of the agreement, APS is
adopting changes to its policies and practices and we are monitoring performance benchmarks to address the problems raised
by the plaintiffs in this lawsuit.
" We have continued our work with DLP monitoring Special Education services for youth detained at Woodside Juvenile
facility. In addition, DRVT staff is involved in monitoring and providing quality assurance regarding uses of force against youth
detained at Woodside. DRVT continues to work with Woodside staff and DCF in the transition from the former status of Woodside
as a detention facility to its current position as a treatment program.
" DRVT has also been a vital participant in the ongoing work of the AHS State Interagency Team organized to assure that
people with serious functional impairments (SFI) at risk of incarceration or delayed release from incarceration have access to the
most effective and appropriate services to avoid their disabilities from causing them to loose their liberty. We continue to
monitor the designated psychiatric hospitals in Vermont, as well as perform outreach to residential and community care homes.
We continue to expand our focus on community placements to include outreach to homeless shelters and contact with refugee
communities.
" DRVT has registered voters and given information on voting rights in all of our outreach settings around the state. DRVT
staff continues to survey polling places for accessibility, providing the results and recommendations to provide access to local officials.
" We have continued our work with beneficiaries of Social Security facing barriers to employment, resolving cases of em‐
ployment discrimination based on disability.
" DRVT has also worked to provide victims of crime who have disabilities with accommodated assistance as they deal
with the criminal justice system. Our work in assisting victims with disabilities sometimes involves assistance beyond legal assis‐
tance and helps victims with access to safety and to social services they might need.
" DLP and DRVT staff has made real and positive differences in the lives of the many individuals who have contacted us
and for whom we have provided information, referrals, short‐term assistance, investigations, and litigation.
DRVT is publishing our formal Fiscal Year 2015 (10/1/14 ‐ 9/30/15) priorities for the Protection & Advocacy for Individuals
with Mental Illness (PAIMI) program on the adjoining page. These priorities serve to focus the work of the agency and are de‐
veloped by our Board and our advisory council, who get input from the community and staff. Your input is appreciated! We strive
to do as much as we can with the resources we have and we can do that best when folks in the community let us know their
greatest advocacy needs!
We need volunteers, too!
Disability Rights Vermont (DRVT) is looking for volunteers to serve on our PAIMI (Protection & Advocacy for Individuals
with a Mental Illness) Advisory Council (PAC). We are looking for members with connections to the broader community who
will assist DRVT in developing annual priorities and assess our performance.
Each applicant must identify with one of the following categories:
You are a psychiatric survivor
You are or have been a recipient of mental health services
You are a mental health professional
You are a mental health service provider
You are the parent of a minor child who has received or is receiving mental health services.
You are a family member of an individual who is or has been a recipient of mental health services
You are a lawyer
If any of the above categories apply to you and you are interested in having an impact on our community we want to hear
from you!
Please call 1‐800‐834‐7890 x 101 for an application to join our PAIMI council.

Send us your comments to help us stay connected to the community we serve!
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DISABILITY RIGHTS VERMONT FY’15 PAIMI PRIORITIES
(PAIMI is Protection & Advocacy for Individuals with Mental Illness)
Priority 1: Investigate individual cases of abuse, neglect, and serious rights violations in inpatient facilities (designated hospitals, any state
run facilities, designated agencies, emergency rooms, facilities for minors), prisons/jails, and community settings, including peer services.
Measure of Success:
A. Work on a minimum of 100 cases of abuse, neglect, or serious rights violations of people with mental health issues. Among closed cases,
at least 75% of those not withdrawn by client or found to be without merit by DRVT staff should be resolved favorably.
B. In at least 2 opened cases, DRVT will advocate for adequate discharge of involuntary patients in the spirit of the community integration
mandate of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
C. DRVT will assist at least five clients to assure they receive appropriate medication, with informed consent and without coercion, and/or
alternative treatment if that is their preference.
D. Note whether the individual describes the issue as having occurred during a first contact with the mental health system because of the
potential for coercion and trauma.
Priority 2: Reduce the use of seclusion, restraint, coercion and involuntary procedures through systemic efforts. Continue systemic work
to create culturally competent, trauma‐informed, violence free and coercion free mental health treatment environments.
Measures of Success:
A. Work with at least two institutions to create respectful, trauma‐informed, violence free and coercion free mental health treatment en‐
vironments.
B. Advocate in the legislature, and with the administration, to preserve or enhance the right of Vermonters to be free from coercion in
their mental health treatment.
C. Monitor the implementation of the new law regarding court ordered involuntary medication (S.287 ‐ Act 192), particularly regarding
adherence to timelines for due process within the Emergency Evaluation process.
D. Work in at least one community to improve the system‐wide response to mental health‐related emergencies to prevent unnecessary
use of force, involuntary treatment and incarceration.
E. Monitor the development of standards for the use of Tasers (Act 180 ‐ H.225) including the requirement for statistics on their use.
F. Continue to monitor implementation of settlement in our litigation regarding Adult Protective Services.
G. DRVT will continue to offer Disability Etiquette trainings to volunteers or other personnel of organizations which deliver emergency
services.
Priority 3: Reach out to community settings, designated facilities, emergency rooms, prisons/jails, residential and therapeutic care homes.
Monitor conditions and educate residents about rights and self‐advocacy. Engage in systems work to improve conditions.
Measures of Success:
Outreach and monitoring is conducted at a minimum of 20 community care settings, including but not limited to residential care homes,
therapeutic community residences or licensed residential childcare facilities.
Outreach is conducted, at a minimum, to the four state prisons housing the most PAIMI eligible prisoners.
Outreach is conducted at all designated facilities, including intensive recovery residences and any state run facility.
DRVT literature is distributed to all of the community mental health agencies, prisons, and designated hospitals, including their emergency
departments, intensive rehabilitation residences, and to homeless shelters, “club houses” and peer‐run services.
Outreach to individuals labeled with a disability who are victims of crime or domestic abuse.
Continue outreach to diverse communities and non dominant cultures, monitoring that they receive services in a culturally competent
way. Examples would include refugee resettlement programs, and organizations like the Association of Africans Living in Vermont, etc.
Priority 4: Advocate for self‐determination and access to alternative treatment options and community integration. Use legal advocacy
to enforce and expand rights across the State of Vermont.
Measure of Success:
Four self‐advocacy and/or advance directive trainings for 40 individuals.
Assist at least 5 individuals across the State of Vermont with their preparation of Advanced Directives.
Work with the administration, other advocacy groups and individuals to monitor the implementation of Act 79.
Encourage the development and expansion of peer run and alternative services in Vermont’s mental health system reform and educate
peers on access to these services.
DRVT will participate in systemic efforts to improve state services for individuals in or at risk of incarceration to speed successful rein‐
tegration.
Participate in efforts to insure that state and local emergency planning efforts include the needs of people with mental health issues.
Participate in coalition efforts to address transportation infrastructure needs of low‐income people with mental health issues.
Support the Vermont Communications Support Project in order to ensure that people with communications disorders related to their
mental health can participate in the judicial and administrative systems.
In addition to priorities DRVT does not ignore evolving situations and other cases, or treatment facilities, which require attention.
Case acceptance is based on these priorities and whether a client meets the federal definition of an individual with a mental illness; whether the case has merit and is
within the PAIMI priorities; whether the client does not have other representation; and whether there are sufficient staff resources to take on the case.

How can you make your voice heard?

Contact DRVT at: 141 Main Street, Suite 7, Montpelier, VT 05602
Or by phone: 1‐800‐834‐7890 or, locally, at (802) 229‐1355
By email at: info@disabilityrightsvt.org
Please visit our website at www.disabilityrightsvt.org
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Resources Directory!

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline 1-800-273-TALK (8255) 24/7 confidential support
Vermont Psychiatric Survivors
Peer Support Groups

Brattleboro:
- Changing Tides, Brattleboro Mem. Hosp, 17
Belmont Ave., Brattleboro; every Wednesday, 78:30 p.m. Call Sandra at 802-579-5937
Bennington/UCS
- United Counseling Service, 316 Dewey St.,
Bennington; Mondays and Wednesday, noon-1
p.m. Call UCS at 802-442-5491
Central Vermont
- Another Way,125 Barre St., Montpelier; every
Monday, 5:30-7 p.m.; Call 802-229-0920
East Arlington
- Federalist Church, Ice Pond Road, East Arlington; every Monday, 6-7:30 p.m. Call Bryan at
802-375-6127
Northwestern
St. Paul’s United Methodist Church, 11 Church
Street, St. Albans; 1st and 3rd Tuesday, 4:306:30 p.m. Call Keith at 802-370-2033
Rutland
- Wellness Group, Grace Cong. Church, 8 Court
St., every Wednesday, 5-7 p.m. Call Beth at 802353-4365
Windsor
- Windsor Resource Center, 1 Rairoad Ave.;
every Thursday, 5-6:30 p.m. Call Rebekah at
802-674-9309
Burlington
Learning Community (practicing Intentional Peer
Support), Nuyan’s Bakery & Café, North St. and
Champlain, every Saturday, 1-3 p.m. Call Sarah
at 802-279-3876
Coming soon - Springfield - For information call
Diana at 802-289-1982
VPS is a membership organization providing
peer support, outreach, advocacy and education;
1 Scale Ave., Suite 52, Rutland, VT 05701. 802775-6834 or 800-564-2106.

www.vermontpsychiatricsurvivors.org
Community Mental Health

Counseling Service of Addison County
89 Main St., Middlebury, 95753; 388-6751
United Counseling Service of Bennington County;
P0 Box 588, Ledge Hill Dr., Bennington, 05201; 442-5491
Chittenden County: HowardCenter
300 Flynn Ave., Burlington, 05401; 488-6200
Franklin & Grand Isle: Northwestern
Counseling and Support Services
107 Fisher Pond Road, St. Albans, 05478; 524-6554
Lamoille County Mental Health Services
72 Harrel Street, Morrisville, 05661; 888-5026
Northeast Kingdom Human Services
154 Duchess St., Newport, 05855; 334-6744
2225 Portland St., St. Johnsbury; 748-3181
Orange County: Clara Martin Center
11 Main St.,Randolph, 05060-0167; 728-4466
Rutland Mental Health Services,
78 So. Main St., Rutland, 05702; 775-8224
Washington County Mental Health Services
P.O. Box 647, Montpelier, 05601; 229-0591
Windham and Windsor Counties: Health Care and
Rehabilitation Services of Southeastern Vermont, 390
River Street, Springfield, 05156; 886-4567

24-Hour Crisis Lines

(Orange County) Clara Martin (800) 639-6360
(Addison County) Counseling Services of
Addison County (802) 388-7641
(Windham,Windsor Counties) Health Care and
Rehabilitation Services (800) 622-4235
(Chittenden County) HowardCenter
(adults) (802) 488-6400; First Call – Baird Center:
(children and adolescents) (802) 488-7777
(Lamoille County) Lamoille County Mental Health
(802) 888-8888
(Essex, Caledonia and Orleans) Northeast
Kingdom Human Services (802) 748-3181
(Franklin and Grand Isle Counties)
Northwestern Counseling and Support
Services (802) 524-6554
Rutland Mental Health Services (802) 775-1000
(Bennington County) United Counseling Service
(802) 362-3950
Washington County Mental Health Services
(802) 229-0591

Peer Support Lines
Vermont Support Line (Statewide):
888-604-6412; every day, 3-11 p.m.

Peer Access Line of Chittenden County:
802-321-2190, Thurs-Sun, 6-9 p.m.; for residents
of Chittenden County.
Rutland County Peer Run Warm Line: Fri,
Sat, Sun, 6-9 p.m.; 802-770-4248 or email at
warm_line2012@yahoo.com.
Washington County Mental Health Peer
Line: 802-229-8015; 7 days/wk, 6-11 p.m.

GLBTQ Youth Crisis Hotline:

The Trevor Lifeline now at 866-488-7386.
TrevorText - Available on Fridays (4-8 p.m.).
Text the word “Trevor” to 1-202-304-1200.
Standard text messaging rates.

Peer Crisis Respite

Alyssum, 802-767-6000; www.alyssum.org;
information@alyssum.org

DBT Peer Group

Peer-run skills group. Sundays, 4 p.m.; 1 Mineral
St, Springfield (The Whitcomb Building).
http://tinyurl.com/PeerDBTVT

Brain Injury Association

Support Group lccations on web:
www.biavt.org; or email: support1@biavt.org
Toll Free Line: 877-856-1772

Advocacy Organizations

Disability Rights Vermont

Advocacy in dealing with abuse, neglect or
other rights violations by a hospital, care
home, or community mental health agency.
141 Main St, Suite 7, Montpelier VT 05602;
800-834-7890.

Mental Health Law Project

Representation for rights when facing
commitment to a psychiatric hospital.
802-241-3222.

Vermont Center for Independent Living

Peer services and advocacy for persons with
disabilities. 800-639-1522

Vermont Family Network

Support for families with child or youth with
mental health challenges.
800-880-4005; 802-876-5315

Adult Protective Services

Reporting of abuse, neglect or
exploitation of vulnerable adults,
800-564-1612; also to report licensing
violations at hospitals/ nursing homes.

Vermont Client Assistance Program

(Disability Law Project)
Rights when dealing with service organizations
such as Vocational Rehabilitation. Box 1367,
Burlington VT 05402; 800-747-5022.

Health Care Ombudsman

(problems with any health insurance or Medicaid/Medicare issues in Vermont)
800-917-7787 or 802-241-1102

Peer Centers and Employment Support

Another Way, 125 Barre St, Montpelier, 229-0920; info@anotherwayvt.org; www.anotherwayvt.org
The Wellness Co-op, 279 North Winooski Avenue, Burlington,
888-492-8218 ext 300; thewellnesscoop@pathwaysvermont.org/;
www.thewellnesscoop.org

NAMI Connections

Peer Mental Health Recovery Support Groups
Bennington: Every Tuesday 1-2:30 pm; United Counseling Service,
316 Dewey Street, CRT Center
Burlington: Every Thursday 3-4:30 pm; St. Paul’s Episcopal Cathedral, 2 Cherry Street (enter from parking lot);
Rutland: Every Sunday 4:30-6 pm; Wellness Center (Rutland Mental
Health) 78 South Main St. (enter from Engrem St.)
St. Johnsbury: Thursdays 6:30-8 pm; Universalist Unitarian Church,
47 Cherry St.
Springfield: Every Monday 1:30-3 pm; HCRS, CRT Room, 390 River
St.

If you would like a group in your area, to be trained as a facilitator, be a Champion
for a group in your area or have questions, please contact NAMI at 1-800-6396480 or email us at connection@namivt.org. The Recovery Support Group is
also being offered at the inpatient units at Rutland Regional Medical Center
and Brattleboro Retreat.

National Alliance on Mental Illness-VT (NAMI-VT)

provides support, education and advocacy for families and individuals affected
by mental illness. 1-800-639-6480, 162 S. Main St., Waterbury, VT 05671;
www.namivt.org; info@namivt.org

Pride Center of Vermont (formerly RU12? Community Center)

LGBTQ Individuals with Disabilities Social and Support Groups
Connections and support around coming out, socializing, employment challenges, safe sex, self advocacy, and anything else!
Burlington, Tuesdays, 4:30 p.m. at Pride Center, 255 S. Champlain St.
St. Albans, 2nd and 4rth Fridays, 3:30 p.m., Franklin County Home Health, 3
Home Health Circle.
St. Johnsbury, Fridays,11 a.m., Unitarian Universalist Church, 47 Cherry St,
For more information contact Brenda@ru12.org, 802-860-7812 www.pridecentervt.org

Vermont Recovery Centers

www.vtrecoverynetwork.org
Barre, Turning Point Center of Central Vermont, 489 N. Main St.;
479-7373; tpccvbarre@gmail.com
Bennington, Turning Point Center, 465 Main St; 442-9700;
turningpointbennington@comcast.net
Brattleboro,Turning Point Center of Windham County, 112 Hardwood
Way; 257-5600 or 866-464-8792; tpwc.1@hotmail.com
Burlington, Turning Point Center of Chittenden County,191 Bank St,
2nd floor; 861-3150; GaryD@turningpointcentervt.org or
http://www.turningpointcentervt.org
Middlebury, Turning Point Center of Addison County, 228 Maple St,
Space 31B; 388-4249; tcacvt@yahoo.com
Morrisville, North Central Vermont Recovery Center, 275 Brooklyn
St., 851-8120; recovery@ncvrc.com
Rutland, Turning Point Center, 141 State St; 773-6010
turningpointcenterrutland@yahoo.com
Springfield, Turning Point Recovery Center of Springfield,
7 Morgan St., 885-4668; spfldturningpoint@gmail.com
St. Albans, Turning Point of Franklin County, 182 Lake St; 782-8454;
tpfcdirection@gmail.com
St. Johnsbury, Kingdom Recovery Center, 297 Summer St; 7518520; n.bassett@stjkrc.org; www.kingdomrecoverycenter.com;
spfturningpt@vermontel.net
White River Junction, Upper Valley Turning Point, 200 Olcott Dr;
295-5206; mhelijas@secondwindfound.net; http://secondwindfound.org

Please let us know if your group’s schedule changes: Contact us at counterp@tds.net
www.MakeTheConnection.net

Web site sponsored by The Department of Veterans Affairs
with testimonials by veterans to help connect with the experiences of other veterans, and with information and resources
to help transition from service, face health issues, or navigate
daily life as a civilian.

Vermont Veterans and Family Outreach:

Bennington/ Rutland Outreach: 802-773-0392; cell: 802-310-5334
Berlin Area Outreach: 802-224-7108; cell: 802-399-6135
Colchester Area Outreach: 802-338-3077/3078; cell: 802-399-6432
Enosburg Area Outreach: 802-933-2166
Lyndonville Area Outreach: 802-626-4085; cell: 802-399-6250
Vergennes Area Outreach: 802-877-2356; cell: 802-881-6680
Williston Area Outreach: 802-879-1385; cell: 802-310-0631
Windsor Area Outreach: 802-674-2914
Outreach Team Leader: 802-338-3022/ 802-399-6401
Toll-free Hotline(24/7) 1-888-607-8773

Vet-to-Vet groups: contact www.vtvettovet.org

VA Mental Health Services

VA Hospital: Toll Free 1-866-687-8387; Primary Mental Health Clinic: Ext. 6132
Outpatient Clinics Bennington: 802-447-6913,
Brattleboro: 802-251-2200; Burlington Lakeside
Clinic: 802-657-7000; Newport: 802-334-9777;
Rutland: 802-772-2300
Vet Centers (Burlington) 802-862-1806 (WRJ):
802-295-2908

Veterans’ Services:
www.vermontveteransservices.org

Homeless Program Coordinator: 802-742-3291
Brattleboro: Morningside 802-257-0066
Rutland: Open Door Mission 802-775-5661
Rutland: Transitional Residence:
Dodge House, 802-775-6772
Burlington: Waystation/Wilson 802-864-7402
Free Transportation:
Disabled American Veterans: 866-687-8387 X5394

